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Asia's richest woman loses half
her $24bn fortune in China ...
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IN BRIEF
Child-lifting

Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :
Two women were apprehended at Gauhati Medical College Hospital
(GMCH) for allegedly
being involved in childlifting. According to
sources, the duo was
caught red-handed by
security personnel on
Wednesday.The
accused women have been
identified as Pramila
Deka and Bijita Das,
sources informed. Meanwhile, a case under relevant sections has been
registered against the alleged child-lifters.

Toll gates
Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :
At least four toll gates in
Assam are likely to be
shut down as the toll
gates have been established by violating the
guidelines prescribed by
the National Highways
Authority of India
(NHAI). The toll gates
which are likely to be
closed down soon are
Sonapur
toll
gate,
Madanpur, Galia and
Mikirati Hawgaon toll
gate.These toll gates in
Assam that have been
violating the NHAI
guidelines are likely to
shut down by the union
road ministry soon.
There are as many as 189
toll gates in India that
have been violating the
60-kilometre rule laid
down by the NHAI.

Monkeypox
New Delhi , July 28 :
The World Health Organization (WHO) said that
there have been more
than 18,000 cases of
monkeypox reported globally from 78 countries,
with the majority in Europe, and asked the atrisk men to "reduce their
number of sexual partners". At a media briefing,
WHO Director-General Dr
Tedros
Adhanom
Ghebreyesus said that so
far, 98% of monkeypox
cases outside the countries in Africa where the
virus is endemic have
been reported in men who
have sex with men. He
urged that group to consider reducing the number of new sexual partners
and swapping contact
details with any new partners." More than 18,000
cases of monkeypox have
now been reported to
WHO from 78 countries,
with more than 70% of
cases reported from the
European Region, and
25% from the Region of
the Americas," he said.
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Knee operation puts Chris
Woakes' T20 World Cup ....

Eight 'jihadis' of Bangladeshi terror group Ansarul
Islam held in Assam: CM Himanta Biswa Sarma
Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :
Seven others, suspected to
be linkmen of the same outfit were also nabbed in
Morigaon district. Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma said two major terror
modules were busted in the
state in a 'nationally coordinated operation'.Morigaon/
Barpeta/Guwahati: Twelve

alleged Jihadis, with links to
the Bangladesh-based terror group Ansarul Islam,

were arrested from Assam's
Barpeta and Morigaon districts, police officers said on
Thursday.Seven others, suspected to be linkmen of the
same outfit were also nabbed
in Morigaon district. Eight
more persons having alleged
links
with
jehadi
organisations have been arrested in Moirabari in
Assam’s Morigaon district on
Thursday. The linkmen were

arrested
after
the
Morigaon Police conducted search operations
at the Sarusola Girls
Madrassa. The linkmen
have been arrested for interrogation. Earlier today,
the police arrested a
jehadi linkman identified
as Mufti Mustafa, the
head of Jamiulhuda
Madrassa at Moirabari.
He had alleged links with

CM Dr. Sarma attends 2nd NE
Buyer-Seller Meet in Guwahati
NE can play crucial role in strengthening Indo-ASEAN
and Indo-BBN relations: CM

Assam Rising,
Guwahati, July 28: Chief
Minister Dr. Himanta Biswa
Sarma said that the North
East can play a pivotal role
in strengthening IndoASEAN and Indo-BBN relationship not only as a
means of being a gateway
to the South East Asian
Nations but as a springboard to facilitate bilateral
trades and commerce with
these countries. Speaking
as the chief guest in the 2nd
North East India buyerseller meet organized by
Indian Chamber of Commerce in association with
the Ministry of External Affairs, Govt of India at NEDFi
House here today, Chief
Minister Dr. Sarma said that
since North East is located
in the middle of the fastest
emerging nations of South
East Asia, the region has
the potential to act as the
springboard for the emer-

As many as 28 MLAs, who
are yet to vacate their official quarters in the Assam
Legislative Assembly complex, have been served a
reminder by the assembly
secretariat to shift to alternative accommodation by
July 31 after which electricity and water supply will be
disconnected.As many as
54 Assam-type quarters
built in the 70s for ministers
and MLAs and when
Assam's capital was shifted
to Guwahati from Shillong,
which are in dilapidated

Japanese Encephalitis Claims
Another Life in Assam

Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :
For the past few months,
Assam is facing another
serious health issue
other than Covid-19.
Mosquito-borne disease
Japanese Encephalitis
has claimed many lives in
the state. It has become
more critical after severe
flood situation in Assam.
On Thursday, one more

death has been reported
due to JE in Nagaon district. The deceased has
been identified as Prabin
Chandra Baruah from
Amravati area situated in
Kampur, Nagaon. He was
being treated at Gauhati
Medical College and Hospital where he was declared death. Till now, five
deaths have been reported
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6
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Assam Education Board Developing App for School
Students: Minister Ranoj Pegu
Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :

gence of trade and commerce with these nations.
He also said that the long
international borders that
the region shares with
South East Asian and BBN
countries including China
gives it a unique geographical advantage for being a
catalyst for the development of trade and commerce

28 MLAs Issued
Reminders for Vacating
Quarters by July 31

Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :

terror outfit Al-Qaeda. The
police seized various documents including a bank
passbook and mobile
phones from Mustafa’s
possession. The Madrassa
was also sealed by the police. Meanwhile, another
linkman identified as
Afsarul has been arrested
from Milanpur in Morigaon.
Chief Minister Himanta
Biswa Sarma said two major
terror modules were busted
in the state .The Assam
Police on Wednesday arrested Abbas Ali, 22, from
Pakhiura village at Goalpara
district, for allegedly providing shelter to an
Ansarullah Bangla Team
(ABT) member at home,
busting a sleeper cell
module.“During investigation, we found that Ali had
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conditions,
are
being dismantled.
The state government plans to construct three to
four multi-storey
towers at the same
location in three
years. The new
project will also
have ample space for developing a park, cycling zone
and open space along with
the towers.The 54 MLAs
have been informed about
the dismantling work in
April and urged them to arrange for alternative accommodation in the city. These
legislators have also been
given a house rent allowance of Rs. 50,000 per
month. Principal Secretary
Hemen Das said that a process was initiated in April to
construct new buildings for
upgrading the hostels of 54
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6

WBSSC scam: 'TMC takes STRICT
action', Mamata Banerjee
KOLKATA, July 28 :
West Bengal Chie Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Thursday said that her party takes
the strictest action against
those involved in cases of
corruption, no matter what
position they hold, apparently referring to the sacking of teacher recruitment
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6

A mobile application was
being developed by the
Board of Secondary Education in Assam for the benefit
of school students (Representative image)A mobile
application was being developed by the Board of

with these countries. Presenting Assam before the international delegates in the meeting, Chief Minister Dr. Sarma

said that Assam is the
largest economy in the

Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :

with golden letters in the
pages of Indian Independence history,” the Chief
Minister said. Terming
him a great humanitarian
figure, the Chief Minister

lauded Tarun Ram Phukan
for his service towards uplift of the socially deprived
sections of the society. Dr.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6

Secondary Education in
Assam for the benefit of
school students Amobile
application was being developed by the Board of
Secondary Education in
Assam for the benefit of
school students, state education minister Ranoj Pegu
said. He also said that the
education department had
been exploring digital education mechanisms in keeping with the growing use of

New Delhi, July 28 :

ered
from
Arpita's
Tollygunge flat. That is, 49.8
crore rupees in all. Now the
question is, is he really have
so much money? Although
this money was recovered
from his 'Intimate Friend's'
house, Arpita claims that all
the money found belongs
to Partha. But ED has not
revealed
anything
yet.According to sources,
Arpita made such a claim to

the ED officials during the
interrogation. She also
claimed that she did not
know how much money
was kept in his house.
Arpita said that Partha's
men used to come and deposit money there. Not
only that, she had no right
to enter the room where
this money was kept.
Speculations have been
made after this allegation.

CONTINUED TO PAGE 6

Assam CM Attends
Deshbhakti Divas

Chief Minister Dr. Himanta
Biswa Sarma today attended
as chief guest Deshbhakti
Divas organized by Government of Assam’s Information
& Public Relations Department at the Deshbhakta
Tarun Ram Phukan Park at
Bharalumukh in Guwahati.
Speaking at the event, held to
pay homage to “Deshbhakta
'' Tarun Ram Phukan on his
83rd death anniversary, Chief
Minister Dr. Sarma lauded the
late freedom fighter for his
role in the nation’s struggle
for
Independence.
“Deshbhakta Tarun Ram
Phukan is one among the
greatest freedom fighters
who has engraved his name

technology in all spheres of
life.Speaking at the launch
of two mobile phone applications by the Board of Secondary Education, Assam
(SEBA), on Tuesday, Pegu
said technology and digital
means are being adopted to
ensure greater benefits for
students. He maintained
that his department was
working towards implementation of digital education
and was developing necessary infrastructure for it.The
app will have online lessons,
question
banks
and
worksheets, among other
features, all of which will
help students get information beyond what is covered
in school syllabus, official
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6

Crores recovered from Arpita Mukherjee's flat,
but Partha Chatterjee has No house, No car

Wednesday afternoon to
Thursday morning — ED
claims, in a 19-hour operation, cash of Rs 27 crore
90 lakh was recovered
from the house of Partha
Chatterjee's
'Intimate
Friend' Arpita Mukherjee
at Belgharia. Earlier on Friday, ED claimed that Rs 21
crore 90 lakh was recov-

The question is, is this
money really belongs to the
former education minister of
the state? However, the account of the affidavit that
Partha submitted to the Election Commission during the
2021 assembly elections
says otherwise.In the affidavit submitted by Partha to
the Election Commission,
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6

Tea Production Down By 20 %
Due To Heavy Rain
Assam Rising
Guwahati , July 28 :
Following heavy rainfall in
Assam, the arrival of tea to
the Guwahati Tea Auction
Centre (GTAC) got reduced
by around 8 million kilograms in June and July.The
GTAC informed that 90.85
million kg and 103.24 million
kg of tea arrived in June and
July last year.Dinesh Bihani,
the Secretary of the
Guwahati Tea Auction
Buyer's
Association
(GTABA) said that the crop
production has reduced by
20 per cent during the last
two months as the state
faced heavy rainfall."This
means, we will be having a

shortfall of around 39 million kg but by July, we will
be having the total crop
production similar to the
year 2021 production. Till
May 2022, we have seen
around 38.90 million kg
crop being in excess production," Bihani said.He
also asserted that the Indian tea market is currently
in demand and the price of
tea was also appreciated
by Rs 15-20 on the good
quality tea."Now the situation has turned and there is
a strong demand on orthodox grade teas where the
auction prices have increased by more than Rs
CONTINUED TO PAGE 6
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Covid-19 fourth wave scare

India logs 20,557 new infections,
44 deaths in last 24 hours

Visitors view exhibits at the booth of cosmetics giant L'Oreal in the French
pavilion at the second China International Consumer Products Expo

NAME CORRECTION
MY correct & actual name is
MD.JAKIR HOSSAIN, S/O
ABDUR
RAHMAN
acording to my all school &
other documents. But
unfortunately my name is
enlisted in the voter list of
1997 as JAKIR HOSSEN
instead of MD. JAKIR
HOSSAIN. MY father's
correct & actual name is in
my all particulars as
ABDUR RAHMAN. But
unfortunately my father's
name enlisted in the voter list
of 1965,1970,1997 as Abdul
Rahman & A. Rahman
instead of his correct name
ABDUR RAHMAN. My
mother's correct & actual
name is DALIMAN NESSA.
But unfortunately my
mother's name enlisted in the
voter list of 1970 as
JALIMAN NESSA instead
of her correct name
DALIMAN NESSA. It is
true by the affidavit of the
Magistrate, Barpeta Date 14/
07/2022.
MD.JAKIR HOSSAIN
S/O ABDUR RAHMAN
VILL&PO NALI GAON
PS SARTHEBARI.
DIST BARPETA.
CONT.9859710092

Guest House
A/C Non A/C Rooms
with Car Parking At POGL
Brahmaputra, Chandmari,
Guwahati-21 Ph. WA :
9678009493/ 9707183470

Beijing, July 28 : Asia's
wealthiest woman has lost
more than half her fortune
over the past year as the

NAME CORRECTION
My correct & actual name is
JAHANARA KHATUN,
W/O
MD
JAKIR
HOSSAIN, D/O ABDUL
KADER acording to some of
my school & other
documents.
But
unfortunately in my electoral
photo identity vide no
MSR1249305 and same of
my school documents
entered as Mt.Jahanara
Khatun instead of my correct
name
JAHANARA
KHATUN. My father's
correct & actual name is
ABDUL KADER is in my
verious particulars.But
unfortunately my father's
name enlisted in the voter list
of 1965 & 1970 as Abdul
Kader Miya & A.Kader
Miya instead of his correct
& actual name ABDUL
KADER. It is true by the
affidavit of Magistrate,
Barpeta. Date 18/07/2022.
JAHANARA KHATUN
W/O.MD JAKIR
HOSSAIN
D/O. ABDUL KADER.
VIL&PO. NALI GAON
PS. SARTHEBARI
DIST. BARPETA
CONT.8876434239

crisis engulfing China's
real
estate
sector
continues to worsen, a
billionaire index showed on
Thursday.Yang Huiyan, a
majority shareholder in
China's biggest property
developer
Country
Garden, saw her net worth
plunge by more than 52%
to $11.3bn from $23.7bn a
year ago, according to the
Bloomberg Billionaires
Index.In a sign that the
crisis is spreading to
developers previously
thought to be rock solid,
Yang's fortune took a major
hit on Wednesday when
the Guangdong-based
Country Garden's Hong
Kong-listed shares fell
15% after the company
announced it would sell
new shares to raise
cash.Yang inherited her
wealth when her father Country Garden founder
Yang
Guoqiang
transferred his shares to
her in 2005, according to
state media.She became
Asia's richest woman two
years later after the
developer's initial public
offering in Hong Kong.But
she is now barely holding
on to that title, with
chemical fibres tycoon Fan

//
Principal-cum-Chief Superintendent
Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed Medical College & Hospital
Barpeta, Assam.

CORRIGENDUM
Name of the post

5,26,212 with 44 new fatalities,
the data updated at 8 am
stated.An increase of 1,297
cases has been recorded in
the active COVID-19 caseload
in a span of 24 hours. The
country also reported 19,216
recoveries in a day. The
number of people who have
recuperated from the disease
has increased to 4,32,86,787,
while the case fatality rate has

Asia's richest woman loses half her
$24bn fortune in China property crisis

No. FAAMCH/Equipment/60_Pt(I)/211/2022
NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Sealed tenders affixing non-refundable court fee stamp of Rs. 8.25 (Rupees Eight
and Twenty Five paisa) only are invited from the interested eligible manufacture/
Authorized suppliers/Accredited Dealer for Supply & Installation of OAE Machine for
ENT Department at FAAMCH, Barpeta.
The tender documents containing detailed information/terms and conditions for
the purpose can either be obtained from the Office of Principal-cum-Chief
Superintendent, from 29-07-2022 to 18-08-2022 between 11 a.m to 3 p.m. with nonrefundable payment of Rs. 500/- or maybe downloaded from website
www.faamcassamxo.in. Those who download the tender document from the website
should enclose the DD/Banker's cheque of Rs. 500/- (Rupees Five hundred) only (nonrefundable) in favour of Principal-cum-Chief Superintendent, FAAMCH, Barpeta. The
tender documents are non-transferrable.
The last date and time of submission of tender is 18-08-2022 up to 11:30 am and the
tender will be opened on same day (tentatively) at 12:30 pm in presence of the intending
firm or their authorized representative. The tender are to be submitted to the Office of
the Principal-cum-Chief Superintendent, FAAMCH, Barpeta on all the working days
during the office hours.
Janasanyog/C/7199/22

New Delhi, July 28 : India
saw a single-day rise of
20,557 Covid-19 infections,
taking the total tally of
Covid-19
cases
to
4,39,59,321, according to
the Union Health Ministry
data updated on Thursday
(July 28, 2022). As per the
latest data, the active cases
rose to 1,46,323 today. The
death toll climbed to

No of post Requisite
qualification and
Experience
Cook(Male)
01
Nil
Chowkidar (Male)
02
Nil
Adequate Experience in
Yoga Therapist (Part Time) 01
the discipline as
recognized by the
Department
1.Should be literate,
Peer Educator
01
Ex-drug user with 1-2
years of Sobriety.
2. Willing to work
among drug using
population as well as is
possessing qualities like
empathy,
communication skills.
3.Willing to get trained;
agrees to refrain from
using, buying or selling
drugs, ready to work for
the prevention of
harmful drug use and
relapse.

Remuneration
Rs. 8000/Rs. 4100/
Rs. 5000/

Interested Candidates may appear for a Walk-in-Interview (Temporary Contractual Post) on 4th
August, 2022 from 10 am onwards at De-addiction Cum Rehabilitation Centre, East Kharaati
Mazgaon,Sonitpur, Tezpur, 784001
Phone no: 7002772351/9957203708
All original as well as photocopies of the certificates along with 2 passport size photographs are to
be brought during the interview.
Sd/Project Coordinator Cum Vocational
Counsellor, DACRC,
Janasanyog/D/9257/22
Sonitpur, Tezpur

Hongwei a close runner-up
with a net worth of $11.2bn
on
Thursday.Chinese
authorities cracked down
on excessive debt in the
property sector in 2020,
leaving major players such
as Evergrande and Sunac
struggling to make
payments and forcing them
to renegotiate with
creditors as they teetered on
the edge of bankruptcy.
Buyers across the country,
furious
at
lagging
construction and delayed
deliveries of their properties,
have begun withholding
mortgage payments for
homes
sold
before

completion.While Country
Garden has remained relatively
unscathed by industry turmoil,
it spooked investors with an
announcement on Wednesday
that it planned to raise more than
$343m through a share sale,
partly to pay debts.Proceeds
from the sale would be used
for "refinancing existing
offshore indebtedness, general
working capital and future
development
purposes",
Country Garden said in a filing
to the Hong Kong stock
exchange.China's banking
regulator has urged lenders to
support the property sector and
meet the "reasonable financing
needs" of firms as analysts and
policymakers fear financial
contagion.The property sector is
estimated to account for 18-30%
of the country's GDP and is a key
driver of growth in the world's
second-largest economy.
Analysts have warned that the
industry is mired in a "vicious
cycle" that would further
dampen consumer confidence,
following the release of dismal
Q2 growth figures that were the
worst since the start of the
Covid-19 pandemic.

New Delhi, July 28 :
Trinamool
Congress
(TMC) spokesperson
Kunal Ghosh on Thursday
(July 28, 2022) demanded
that West Bengal minister
Partha Chatterjee be
removed from Mamata
Banerjee's cabinet and all
party posts "immediately".
Taking to his official
Twitter, a day after the
recovery of huge cash from
one of the flats linked to
Arpita
Mukherjee,
considered a close
associate of arrested West
Bengal Industry Minister
Partha Chatterjee, Ghosh
said that "he should be
expelled"."Partha
Chatterjee should be
removed from ministry and
all
party
posts
immediately. He should be
expelled. If this statement
considered wrong, party
has every right to remove
me from all posts. I shall
continue as a soldier of
TMC,"
he
tweeted.Chatterjee has
been arrested by the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED) in connection with a
West Bengal school jobs
scam. He is currently in ED
custody.Earlier
on
Wednesday, Ghosh had
hoped that the party would
take note of the public
perception as the recovery
of cash from Partha
Chatterjee's aide's home
has brought "disgrace" to
party and "shame to all of
us".His comments come in
the backdrop of the ED
recovering nearly Rs 28
crore in cash, at least 5 kg
gold and several land
deeds from Arpita's
residence. According to
news reports, not just in the
rooms, money was stashed
also in the flat's bathroom.

The unaccounted money was
found five days after the
agency seized more than Rs
21 crore in cash, besides
jewellery and foreign
exchange, from another flat of
Mukherjee, who was also
arrested on July 23."This
development is a matter of
great
concern.
Such
incidents have brought
disgrace to the party and
shame to all of us. He (Partha
Chatterjee) is saying why he
would quit as minister. Why
is he not saying in the public
domain that he is innocent?
What is stopping him from
doing that?""I hope the
party would take note of the
public perception and take
appropriate steps," Ghosh
said.Earlier, Ghosh had said
that it has to be seen how
Partha Chatterjee sheds the
tag of being "influential"
without quitting as a minister
of several departments.The
CBI, as directed by the
Calcutta High Court, is
probing
the
alleged
irregularities committed in the
recruitment of Group-C and D
staff as well as teachers in
government-sponsored and
aided
schools
on
recommendations of the
West Bengal School Service
Commission (SSC).The ED is
tracking the money trail in the
scam.Chatterjee was the
education minister when the
alleged irregularities took
place.

been recorded at 1.20 per
cent.The active cases
comprise 0.33 per cent of
the total infections, while
the national COVID-19
recovery rate was recorded
at 98.47 per cent, the
ministry said.The daily
positivity rate stood at 5.18
per cent and the weekly
positivity rate at 4.71 per
cent, the ministry said.The
cumulative
doses
administered under the
nationwide Covid-19
vaccination drive has
exceeded 203.21 crore on
Thursday at 8 am, out of
which 42,20,625 doses
were administered in last

24 hours.The 44 new
fatalities include 12 from
Kerala,
eight
from
Maharashtra, five from West
Bengal, two each from Delhi,
Jammu and Kashmir, Karnataka,

Madhya Pradesh, Manipur and
Tripura and one each from
Assam,
Chandigarh,
Chhattisgarh, Himachal
Pradesh, Mizoram, Odisha
and Sikkim.

Australian mountain climber Matthew
Eakin one of two men found dead on K2

Melbourn, July 28 : An
Australian and a Canadian
climber have been found
dead on K2, with the
world's second-highest
mountain in Pakistan
claiming at least three lives
in recent weeks.The
Himalayan Times identified
the Australian mountaineer
as Matthew Eakin and the
Canadian climber as Richard
Cartier, after reports the two
had gone missing last week
during their descent from
Camp 2 to Camp 1.Rescuers
spotted the bodies of the
two mountaineers on
Tuesday, the Times report
said.A spokesperson from
the Australian Department
of Foreign Affairs and
Trade has confirmed the
death but not the man's
identity."The Department
of Foreign Affairs and
Trade is providing
consular assistance to the

Partha Chatterjee should
be sacked 'immediately':
TMC leader urges Mamata

family of an Australian man
who died during a climbing
expedition in northern
Pakistan," the spokesperson
said."We extend our
condolences to his family
and friends. Owing to our
privacy obligations we are
unable to provide further
comment."Pajhwok Afghan
News, Afghanistan's largest
independent news agency,
reported that Afghan
mountain climber Ali Akbar
Sakhi also died on K2 last
week, suffering a heart attack
while descending the
mountain.Eakin, from
Sydney, was on an
expedition along with Cartier
and another Canadian,
Justin Dube-Fahmy.DubeFahmy had been providing
updates on the group's trek
on his personal Facebook
page, with the last post made
on 21 July: "Richard, Matt
and I were pretty tired. 16h
of climbing. Then today we
touched lower C4 (7600m).
We are heading back to Base
Camp tomorrow. It's starting
to get cold. We are pretty
tired after these two big
days."Neither
DubeFahmy's post nor page has
been updated with any news
of the deaths but people have
started leaving messages of
condolences.Matthew
Eakin's LinkedIn account
shows the climber had
previously been a tax
solicitor, volunteered at the
Black Dog Institute for a
year, and studied finance and
law at the University of
Canberra.The family of

Cartier, a palliative care
physician from Quebec, told
Canada's CTV that he "lived
fully to the end"."As
Richard said so well in his
work in palliative care,
'People die the way they
lived.' This was the case for
Richard," the statement
read.CTV News is reporting
Cartier was considered one
of the best and most
experienced mountain
climbers in Canada, so many
people are "shocked to hear
he and his partner fell and
died".One of Eakin's friends
in Pakistan, Kashif Ali,
posted on social media
about waking up to the "sad
news that my friend
Matthew Eakin was … found
dead on K2"."I still can't
believe it that he is no more
with us. This is really tragic
news, Matthew Eakin was
the founder of the excellent
FB page Mountaineers
Downunder and has made a
huge contribution to the
mountaineering community
in Australia."We will miss
you
forever
great
legend".'Climb and Wine' a
climbing community group
formed to encourage women
to build skills and knowledge,
shared the news of Eakin's
death, remembering his
support."Matt supported
many in our community to
develop
skills
and
confidence in the adventure
world and was always
available to share his
knowledge to anyone with
passion to learn," the
statement said.

contents.In a filing with US
district court in New Mexico,
the assistant US attorney
Thomas Windom said the
US district court for the
District of Columbia issued
a search warrant on 12 July
authorizing review of the
phone's contents and
manual screen capture.He
said federal agents in
northern Virginia had the
phone and screenshots of
some of its contents.
Eastman has been under
intense scrutiny in the
investigations into the
attack on the Capitol by

Trump supporters after
the former president
falsely claimed that he had
won the 2020 election.
Eastman spoke at the rally
where Trump gave a fiery
speech alleging election
fraud
and
urging
supporters to march on the
Capitol.Eastman also
wrote a memo outlining
how, in his view, Mike
Pence could thwart formal
c o n g r e s s i o n a l
certification of Trump's reelection loss. The then
vice-president declined to
follow Eastman's advice.

Justice department gets warrant to
search Trump lawyer's phone
Washington, July 28 :
The
US
justice
department said on
Wednesday it had
obtained a warrant to
search the phone of
Donald Trump's election
attorney, John Eastman,
who spoke at a rally
before the January 6
assault on the US
Capitol.Federal agents
seized Eastman's phone in
June based on a warrant
authorizing them to take
the device. They needed
a second warrant to
search the phone's

A woman and a dog are seen in a fountain in Moscow, Russia
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CM Dr. Sarma holds a review meeting
with DFOs, Treasury Officers and ADCs
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Asks functionaries to use technological gadgets to stop encroachment of forest land

Assam Rising, Guwahati,
July 28: Chief Minister Dr.
Himanta Biswa Sarma today
held a meeting with the DFOs
of Territorial Divisions of Environment and Forest Department, Treasury Officers and
ADCs (Revenue) at Assam
Administrative Staff College
and initiated a detailed discus-

sion as to how judiciously
forest resources can be
used to bolster state's development. During the
meeting besides putting
emphasis on the conservation of the forest resources, Chief Minister
Dr. Sarma laid importance
and asked the functionar-

ies of the Environment and
Forest Department for a
prudent utilization of forest resources to aid to
sustainable development
of the state. To maintain
constant surveillance and
work against the encroachment of the forest
land, he reiterated on the

Talk on ‘Community
Engagement in
Healthcare’ held at USTM

Assam Rising,
Guwahati, July 28: At the
heart of the process of
strengthening community action is the empowerment of
communities – their ownership and control of their own
endeavours and intentions.
This was stated by Prof. Dr.
Liaquat Ali, Former Vice Chancellor, Bangladesh University
of Health Sciences (BUHS)
here today while addressing
a workshop on “Community
Engagement for Universal
Health Coverage Delivery of
Preventive Care & Quality
Health Care'' organized by Internal Quality Assurance Cell
of the University of Science
and Technology Meghalaya.
Dr Ali also addressed a Faculty Development Programme
on “Role of Teachers in Institution Building and Quality
Delivery'' at USTM. Dr Liaquat
Ali is a member of the expert

group of regional and global leaders in PHC constituted by WHO SEARO.
Currently, he is the Honorary Chief Scientist and
Advisor, Pothikrit Institute of Health Studies,
Bangladesh. Addressing
the participants of the
workshop, he said that
community engagement
focuses on ‘Universal
Health Coverage’, ‘Preventive Care’ & ‘Quality
Health Care’. He nicely
explained the impact of
Sociology on Health Sciences and also explained
the reason behind the increasing number of suicidal cases and what measures should be taken.
He also mentioned that
the Govt. of India has
permitted the Primary
Health Care Drive in the
Health System. Universal

Health Coverage (UHC) is
not only about individual
treatment services, but
also includes populationbased services such as
public health campaigns,
adding fluoride to water,
controlling mosquito
breeding grounds, among
others. This is a change
that is being demanded by
patients and clients to
move
away
from
healthcare delivery that
has often been hierarchical, provider-driven and
depersonalized, toward
increased involvement of
patients in the direction of
their own care. These demands include mechanisms for patients, family
members and communities
to influence health system
interactions, design, and
policy. The types of problems addressed by community engagement include:
behavioral, cultural and
social conditions (such as
vaccination during outbreak response, awareness on harmful products,
exclusion, gender-bias,
drunk-driving); health
system determinants
(such as access to appropriate and acceptable primary health care services,
information and programs
for communicable and
non-communicable disease, new outlets for mental health services); prerequisites for health (such
as unemployment, lack of
housing, lack of water and
sanitation projects, lack of
access of girls to education, food security) and
upstream driving forces
(such as poverty, poor
working conditions, climate change, environmental degradation, demographic change, rapid and
unplanned urbanization).
Earlier, delivering the welcome address, Dr. B. K.
Das, Pro VC, USTM explained the importance of
the topic of discussion
and why we need community engagement. Dr. R. K.
Sharma, Advisor, USTM
also addressed the
programme.

extensive use of technical
gadgets for drone survey and
satellite imagery. The Chief
Minister also reviewed the ongoing plantation programme
being carried out across the
state and asked the DFOs to
successfully conduct the
programme for a clean and
green Assam. He also asked
them to take special care to
ensure survival of the saplings
after their plantation. Dr. Sarma
asked the concerned function-

aries to dig at least five
fisheries in each forest division. Environment and
Forest Minister Chandra
Mohan Patowary, Additional Chief Secretary Environment and Forest
Ravi Shankar Prasad,
Principal Secretary to the
Chief Minister Samir
Kumar Sinha and other
senior officers of the
government were present
at the meeting.

Assam Rising, Nagaon, July
28: Asom Chatra Parishad and
Asom Yuva Parishad, the two
brother organization of Asom
Gana Parishad (AGP) felicitated the meritorious students
who cleared HSLC as well as
HS Final Examination this year
with flying colours from the
district here at a function held
at Nagaon district library auditorium today. The felicitation
programme was chaired by
Moni Madhab Mahanta, the
district president of Asom
Gana Parishad. Noted academician and former vice chancellor of Mahapurush
Srimanta
Shankardev
Vishwavidyalaya, Dr Hitesh
Deka and state health minister
Keshab Mahanta graced the
occasion as guests. While addressing the occasion, Dr
Deka insisted on social responsibility of the students
instead of their records of academic achievements. Referring
to the top 10 record in examination, Dr Deka said that the
concept of such 'stand' or 'rank
holder in top-10' is a mere error in the system. "I never seek
such position holders who neglect their ailing parents later
at their old-age and abandon
on the street after getting a
beautiful job", Dr Deka said
adding further that he pre-

ferred such human resources who would take
care of their respective
parents later at the crucial
hours of their lives although he or she could
carry only the second or
third division in HS Final
or HSLC Examination. The
state health minister
Keshab Mahanta also
spoke on the occasion and
urged the students fraternity to concentrate themselves in their aims of life.
He said that students
should learn to love themselves first to attain their
respective goals and for
that they must take the
adequate decision in the
very beginning. Former
AGP minister and party's
senior leader of the district
Girindra Kr Boruah, president of Asom Yuva
Parishad Jitu Borgohain,
president of Asom Chatra
Parishad Trinoyan Boruah
were also present in the felicitation programme and
spoke on the occasion.
The programme was anchored by the president
and secretary of the district unit of Asom Yuva
Parishad respectively
Dipujjal Rajkhowa and
Kashyap Phukan.

Meritorious
students felicitated
in Nagaon

Bijli Mahotsav
organised in Majuli

Assam Rising, Majuli, July
28: District Administration of
Majuli and Assam Power Distribution Company Limited,
Jorhat Electricity Circle jointly
organized a meeting called
Bijli Mahotsav under the 'Ujjal
Bharat Ujjal Bhavishya' program
of the Government of India at
Bali Chapari Milit Sangha on
Wednesday. The program was
attended by MLA of Majuli
Bhuban Gam, District Commissioner Pulak Mohanta, senior officers of Jorhat Power
Circle, Assam Power Distribution Company Limited,
General Manager of NIPCO
Ranganadi Project and top
officials of District Administration. In conjunction with
the programme, several important documentaries of the
Power Department were
screened and various development works under the
Power Department were
highlighted. Later, the District Commissioner visited
Sri Sri Pitambar Dev
Goswami District Hospital
and observed the administrative work of the hospital with the Joint Director of Health Services and
interacted with the doc-

tors, health workers
and patients.

Desh Bhakti Diwas
observed in Hojai
Assam Rising
Hojai,July 28: Under the
aegis of Hojai District Information and Public Relation Department and
with the support of Hojai
District 'Desh Bhakti
Diwas' was observed at
the
Deputy
Commissioner's Conference hall located at district
headquarter at Sankardev
Nagar in Hojai on Thursday. DC Anupam
Choudhury graced the
occasion as Chief Guest.
Dr.Sagar Barua,retired
teacher, Khagrijaan
College,Nagaon and Dr.
P h a t i k
Tamuli,lecturer,Lanka
Mahavidyalaya graced as

guest of honour.At the very
outset, the guests lit the
lamp and paid floral tribute
in front of the portrait of the
Desh Bhakt Tarunram
Phukan. The objective of
the meeting was briefly described by ADC Manas
Jyoti Nath and all the guests
were honoured with
assmesee phulam ghamcha
and gifted with a sapling.
On this occasion, 13 family
members of freedom fighters were specially invited
namely Purna Kanta
Sarma,Kamal Baniya, Hem
Kalita,Nilmani
Phukan,Hemanta
Kakati,Brajendra
Sarma,Kirandra Sarma,
Dilip Phukan, Prafulla

Gayan,Lukan
Bora,
Lakhiram Barua,Surajit
Bhattacharjee,Abdur
Rahman and all the media
persons of Hojai District.
DC Anupam Choudhury,
Dr. Sagar Barua, Dr. Phatik
Tamuli,Nilamani Phukan,
Lukan Bora and News
Live Journalist Litumoni
Nath spoke on the occasion
and remembered the contribution of Desh Bhakt
Tarunram Phukan.ADC
Upsana Dutt,Robert Taylor,
Election officer Jangamir
Rongharpi, Lanka CO
Ankita Dutta,Doboka CO
Dimpi Gogoi, media persons and staffs from DC
office were present during
the program.
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Here's how India's political and military class
can see eye to eye on tri-Service integration
Indo-China relation
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On June 15, 2020, Indian and Chinese troops engaged in a
brawl that left twenty Indian soldiers dead while causing an
unspecified number of Chinese casualties. The clash is a part
of a broader border standoff along the Galwan River between
the two forces on the Line of Actual Control that is yet to be
resolved. The Indian strategic community is broadly in
agreement that this border dispute marks an implacable decline
in India-China ties. They argue that the very basis of relations
that emerged after former Indian prime minister Rajiv Gandhi's
visit to Beijing in 1988 has been shaken, if not destroyed. Yet,
how did the two countries manage to reach this nadir in ties,
and furthermore, what does the Galwan clash signify for the
future of Sino-Indian relations?This paper argues that, long
before the present border dispute occurred, Sino-Indian
relations had been steadily declining due to rampant
misperceptions of the other side, contributing to a lack of trust.
The most fundamental misperception between the two countries
is the inability to comprehend each other's international
ambitions, yielding the fear that their foreign policies are
targeted against the other. This paper traces the impact and
development of these misperceptions on Sino-Indian ties
through three different phases before considering the future
of the relationship after the Galwan dispute.The first phase is
the period immediately after the 2008 financial crisis, when China
reoriented its foreign policy to accommodate its growing global
ambitions. As China expanded its global role, it did not consider
the implications of its actions on India. As a consequence, its
new foreign policy was not well received in New Delhi, sparking
a fear that China was attempting to undermine India's interests.
In turn, New Delhi's counter to these policies fostered an
antagonistic response in Beijing, which did not understand
how its new foreign policy affected India's international
interests. This set of interactions marked the first indication of
the growing misperceptions and ensuing lack of trust
characterizing Sino-Indian relations.The second phase explores
Beijing and New Delhi's new leadership and how this change
hardened mutual suspicions about the other's foreign policy.
As Prime Minister Narendra Modi instituted a new direction in
Indian foreign policy, China's perception that New Delhi was
trying to contain China hardened. Despite the Modi
government's desire to continue the previous administration's
emphasis on strong Sino-Indian relations, its Neighborhood
First policy and closer ties with the United States were perceived
negatively in China. Corresponding with these perceptions was
Beijing's growing assertiveness vis-à-vis India, symbolized in the
2017 border standoff at Doklam and China's increased naval activity
in the Indian Ocean. These actions convinced New Delhi that
despite its efforts, China was not sensitive to India's international
interests while also building a negative impression of Chinese
President Xi Jinping's government.

Be a Citizen Journalist
Are you against of violence or corruption? Do you really
want revolution in the social, educational, political or economical system? Do you have any questions for the Government,
political or non political parties? Don’t worry, be a part of The
Assam Rising family, Be a citizen journalist and write to us
about your problem and we will take the responsibility to publish your voice. We will give you a platform to raise your voice,
because your simple voice can change society.
Editor,
The Assam Rising
G.N.B. Road, Chandmari Colony,
Guwahati, PIN 781003
E-mail Id : assamrising@gmail.com
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Letter to The Editor

W

hen Defence Minis
ter Rajnath Singh
announced setting
up "joint theatre commands in
the country" last week, he was
making a political statement
merely reiterating a decision
taken two-and-a-half years
ago. In reality, the issue has
been on the back burner ever
since the untimely death of
Chief of Defence Staff General
Bipin Rawat in December
2021.There is political and military consensus on the need for
joint theatre commands. However, a lingering contentious
issue is the role of the Indian
Air Force (IAF).There was a
public spat at a seminar between the CDS and the Chief
of Air Staff wherein the former
called the IAF a "supporting
arm" of the armed forces and
the latter retorted, "It is not a
supporting role alone. The
airpower has a huge role to
play. In any of the integrated
battle areas, it's not an issue of
support alone."Recently, the
incumbent IAF chief, Air Chief
Marshal V.R. Chaudhary, once
again reiterated the reservations of the IAF: "…..creation
of a [air defence] command may
prove counterproductive because air defence operations
are inextricably linked to
counter air operations and all
offensive [operations], as the
success or failure of one will
dictate the demands on the
other."The progress on establishment of theatre commands
is tardy to say the least. There
is a lack of strategic direction
and a time bound politically
monitored execution process.
The appointment of CDS - the
prime mover of joint theatre
commands - is lying vacant for
over seven months. The current approach is flawed due to
a bottom up and standalone
process where everything has
been left to the military, which
is infamous for inter-Service
rivalry. Non-resolution of the
genuine reservations of the
IAF only proves the point.
Based on public domain information, the Department of Military Affairs (DMA) has proposed the creation of three
land-based theatre commands
(Northern, Eastern and Western), a Maritime Theatre Command and an Air Defence Command. As far as the IAF is concerned, all air campaigns/operations will be controlled by
the four theatre commanders,
based on initial/reallocated resources except for the air defence resources, which will be
controlled by the Air Defence
Command. This model can
only work with a large Air
Force of 50-60 squadrons. With
a force of 30 squadrons, the
joint headquarters under the
CDS or the COSC will have to
constantly allocate/reallocate
resources between the theatre
commands and Air Defence
Command.'Basic Doctrine of

" Lt Gen H S Panag (retd)

the Indian Air Force
2012' spells out the
employment of air power in the Indian context. In application, it is executed through three sub-strategies - strategic air campaign,
counter-air campaign, and countersurface force campaign - supported
by combat enabling operations.
Ideally these are conducted in the
same order of priority, but in a short
notice or short-duration war, these
have to be conducted near simultaneously, particularly by a small/
medium size Air Force which has
to rely upon inherent flexibility to
concentrate the effort for each
campaign.Strategic air campaign
targets the enemy's will to resist
and capability to fight at the strategic level. The enemy's strategic
centres of gravity or critical vulnerabilities are targeted with concentrated employment of air power.
These include leadership, command and control, and communication systems; industrial infrastructure/vital economic targets,
and transportation systems; and
fielded forces/reserves in depth
areas. It is obvious that in our context, the strategic air campaign requires centralised control rather
than by four separate theatre
commanders.Counter air campaign
aims to create and maintain a
favourable air situation to prevent
enemy air power from interfering
with operations of its own forces.
Counter air campaign is executed
through offensive counter-air operations and air defence operations. Offensive counter-air operations are conducted in enemy territory to suppress/destroy enemy
air defences (including weapons
systems and radars), infrastructure
of air bases, aircraft on the ground
and enemy aircraft in the air over
their territory.Air defence operations aim to nullify or reduce the
effectiveness of enemy air/missile
attacks over their own territory and
include use of fighters and groundto-air weapon systems along with
command and control means. Air
defence operations are reactive in
nature and hence the mainstay of
creating a favourable air situation
are offensive counter-air
operations.Counter-surface force
operations - air land operations and
maritime air operations - are aimed
at preventing the enemy from applying military power to interfere

A young courageous journalist Abhijit Chaliha

"Sanjib Kumar Ray,
Bongaigaon

I

have been writing in Assamese
and English daily since my
early College days. So I could
make friends with many journalists from different newspaper
groups. I was surprised when the
editor-in -chief of the newspaper
telephoned me appreciating my article or letter. Another incident
happened on a certain day last
winter. A phone call came to me
from an English daily newspaper.
That phone call was from Abhijit
Chaliha who is the News Editor of
The Assam Rising- a leading En-

glish daily of Assam. Mr. Chaliha
has communicated with many high
level people such as PM Narendra
Modi, Assam CM, interviewed
with many eminent personalities
from different fields, ULFA Commander-in-Chief Paresh Baruah
had several telephonic talks with
this journalist discussing the ULFA
issue etc. As this journalist is very
young and dynamic, I couldn't
control my curiosity to know more
about him. As per my research and
information gathered from different sources, I bring out lots of information about him. Abhijit
Chaliha had started his career as a
Medical Representative in Ozone
Pharmaceutical in 2009 prior to journalism. Later he worked in India’s
reputed drug companies like
HIMALAYA DRUG COMPANY,
LUPIN PHARMACEUTICAL, Dr.
REDDY’S and SIGNUTRA as a
medical representative, interestingly all these companies are
India’s top ranking pharma companies. After completing six years
as a successful medical representative he got promoted as an Area
Manager in multinational pharma-

ceutical companies like SIGNOVA
PHARMA, MICRO LAB etc.
Chaliha was a national level star
performer in the pharmaceutical
field. For extraordinary performances he got recognized in
Dubai, Beijing, Singapore. But
due to his keen desire and interest in the field of journalism he
resigned his former jobs and
joined as a reporter. As he has
required qualification in the field
of journalism and mass communication also, so it didn’t hamper
him to set foot in the field of journalism. He had done his master
degree in journalism and mass
communication under Dibrugarh
University. Having resigned
those above mentioned jobs he
joined UA TV at Dibrugarh as a
reporter (a cable TV channel in
upper Assam). Simultaneously he
joined Asomiya Pratidin (a leading Assamese daily) as a reporter
in Dibrugarh Town. Later he
worked in Agradoot, Ajir Asom
etc. In the year 2013 Chaliha
joined Prag News (a satellite
Assamese TV channel) as a reporter at Dibrugarh district HQ.

Moreover he was a casual announcer
of All India Radio, Dibrugarh. From
2018 to 2020 Chaliha had been working as Bureau Chief of Lower Assam
in TNI agency (a leading News and
Current Affairs Agency of India)
based at New Delhi. Presently Chaliha
is working as News Editor in The
Assam Rising (an English daily) published from Guwahati and Editor -in Chief of web portal ‘The Reveal’.
Abhijit Chaliha set his name in Assam
Book of Record for his smallest poetry book “Preetiloi Emuthi Kabita’’
in the Assamese language measuring 5 cm height and 3.5 cm breadth
which almost looks like a match box.
Despite his busy schedule Chaliha
has authored six books so far apart
from writing poems, articles in various newspapers, magazines and
other digital platforms. It is surprising
that a young gentleman who could
achieve so much in his very early age,
this qualified figure was born at
Amguri village under Lakhimpur district who now has capability of leading the journalism aspirants. Morning shows the day so it can be affirmed that this young journalist has
a great future. May God bless him.

with operations of their own
surface forces. This is done
through air interdiction at the
strategic level, battlefield air
interdiction at the operational
level, battlefield air strikes in
proximity of own troops at
the tactical level, tactical reconnaissance, and search
and strike missions. Interdiction implies preventing enemy combat potential from
reaching the battle area by
destroying reserves, command and control means,
road/railway network and logistics. At sea these take the
form of air strikes on enemy
shipping and maritime
infrastructure.Combat enabling air operations include
airborne/air transported operations, air-to-air refuelling,
surveillance and reconnaissance, employment of UAVs,
airborne early warning aircraft, aerostats, electronic
warfare, Special Forces operations, search and rescue,
training, maintenance and
logistics.From the above it is
obvious that 'air defence' is a
relatively passive role of the
IAF and the main reliance for
neutralising enemy air threat
is on offensive counter air
operations in enemy territory.
Also, counter-surface force

operations and
airborne/air
transported/heliborne operations are the only classic "support" operations requiring intimate cooperation with surface
forces.Considering the limited
resources of the IAF, omni role
aircraft and very meagre combat enabling platforms in the
form of Airborne Warning And
Control System/Airborne Early
Warning and Control Aircraft,
aerostats and air-to-air refuelling aircraft, the parcelling out
of air effort to the theatre commanders
would
be
counterproductive.A small Air
Force like the IAF can only be
optimally exploited through a
concentration of effort. It is capable of generating up to 700
sorties in a day. Initially, the bulk
of the effort will have to be allocated for strategic air campaign
and offensive counter air operations over enemy territory,
which have nothing to do with
surface forces and require
centralised control. In a twofront war involving Pakistan
and China, the entire effort of
the IAF may have to be applied
against China in the first half of
the day and then shift to target
Pakistan in the second half.It
would be more prudent to create a Strategic Air Command,
which must be responsible for
carrying out strategic air cam-

paign and counter-air campaign
across all theatres. It must have
an overriding lien over all resources. Since air and ground
operations may commence simultaneously, initial optimum
allocation of aircraft/missiles for
counter-surface force campaign
and for air defence in the form
of surface-to-air weapon systems must be made for each theatre. All attack helicopters must
be allocated to theatre
commands.Tri-Service integration in the form of theatre commands is part of the transformation of the armed forces to
fight the wars of the 21st century. Without a strategic review
and a formal national security
strategy, the transformation is
without an aim and rudderless.
It is the responsibility of the
central government to formalise
the national security strategy
and the transformation strategy
in consultation with the armed
forces and other stakeholders.
It must issue a detailed political
directive for the transformation
including the establishment of
the theatre commands.Political
intent alone cannot transform
the armed forces. Empirical experience dictates direct political
intervention. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the defence
minister must catch the bull by
the horns and assume full responsibility. Formalise a national security strategy and a
transformation strategy. Set up
an empowered committee under
the defence minister to steer the
transformation. The committee
must prepare a vision document
that addresses all contentious
issues that have emerged and
lay down the timelines.Appoint
the CDS forthwith and issue a
formal directive to prepare fresh,
detailed proposals for transformation including creation of the
theatre commands. Keep Parliament informed and ensure
scrutiny through the standing
committee on defence or a special committee. The transformation process must culminate
with a National Security Act to
ensure future accountability.

A new nuclear power station
needs a vast supply of water. But
where will Sizewell C get it from?

L

ast week, the govern
ment gave the goahead for a new
nuclear power station to be
developed on the Suffolk
coast. Providing low-carbon
electricity for about 6m
homes, Sizewell C will stand
alongside two existing stations, Sizewell B and the decommissioned Sizewell A. I
live close enough to see the
60-metre tall, white dome of
Sizewell B almost every day.
When I want to torture myself, I look at developer EDF's
"construction
phase
visualisations" of the 1,380acre building site, with its towering spoil heaps and forest
of cranes, and wonder if this
is what it will take to save the
planet.What might not have
been immediately obvious in the coverage of the
government's decision
was that the Planning Inspectorate, tasked with assessing
such projects, had recommended that permission be
refused. The problem, the examiners explained, was fairly
simple: EDF couldn't say exactly where it would obtain
one of the main substances
needed to make a nuclear
power station work, that substance being water.As well as
uranium, a reactor of the kind
EDF plans to build needs water in very great volumes. Saltwater will do for part of the
process, which is one reason
why nuclear power stations
are usually built beside the
sea. But fresh or "potable"
water will also be needed first, to cool the two reactors,
and then, just as importantly,
to cool the irradiated fuel once
it has been removed from the

reactors. For this, absolutely
pure water is essential. Sizewell
B uses about 800,000 litres of
potable water per day; Sizewell
C, with its twin reactors, will
need more than 2m litres per day,
and as much as 3.5m litres per
day during construction.Last
September, during the closing

build a pipeline to bring water
from the River Waveney, 18 miles
away on the Norfolk border. During at least the first two years of
construction, while the pipeline
was being built, EDF planned to
install a temporary desalination
plant on the site to turn saltwater
from the sea into fresh.Then, in
August, the water company
broke the news that its abstraction licenses dictating
how much water it could extract
from the Waveney, granted by the
Environment Agency, were likely
to be reduced by up to 60% to
safeguard downstream levels. It
subsequently confirmed that the
Waveney did not, after all, have
the capacity to supply water for
for any of the 10-year construction phase. Desalination, opponents of the project noted, was a
solution EDF itself had discounted in January 2021 "due to
concerns with power consumption, sustainability, cost and
wastewater discharge". And yet,
desalination, with all the problems it had set out (including
discharging millions of litres a
day of saline concentrate and
phosphorus into the North Sea),
remains EDF's "fallback" solution for running the station, as
well as building it, if another
source can't be found.

" William Atkins
hearings of the six-month public
planning examination, the question of just where the developer
was going to get the water to
run Sizewell C, let alone build it,
was becoming urgent. Those
who had raised concerns about
precisely this issue more than
10 years earlier would have
been forgiven for feeling frustrated. As one of the driest parts
of the country, Suffolk is described by the Environment
Agency as "seriously water
stressed". By 2043, eight years
into Sizewell C's 60-year operating life, the agency anticipates a
water deficit in the county of more
than 7m litres a day. Northumbrian
Water, which operates locally as
Essex and Suffolk Water, had made
it clear to EDF that there was not
enough local groundwater for either construction or operation.
EDF's plan, therefore, was to
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Shamshera Got Hate From People Who Complaint Filed Against
Ranveer Singh
Didn't Even Watch It': Sanjay Dutt
Mumbai, July 28 : Ranbir
Kapoor, Vaani Kapoor and
Sanjay Dutt starrer
Shamshera failed to connect with the audience and
turned out to be a disaster
at the box office. The film
gained majorly negative reviews from the critics and
also faced trolling on social
media. Days after, Sanjay
Dutt took to social media
and issued a statement to
answer those who have
been expressing hate about
the movie. The veteran actor mentioned that it's 'horrible' to see that most of the
hate is coming from the
people who have not even
watched Shamshera."Films
are acts of passion - passion to tell a story, to bring
to life characters you've
never
met
before.
Shamshera is one such
labour of love to which we
gave our all. It's a movie
made up of blood, sweat and
tears. It's a dream that we
brought on screen. Movies
are made for audiences to
relish. And every movie

finds its viewers, sooner or
later," he wrote. Dutt also
heaped praises on Karan
Johar and added that he will
always stand by him irrespective of the fact that his
movie is a blockbuster or a
failure. "Shamshera found a
lot of people hating on it;
some of the hate came from
people who didn't even
watch it. I find it horrible that
people don't respect the hard
work we all put in. I admire
Karan as a filmmaker, and
mostly as a person. He is one
of the best directors I have
worked with in my long career of four decades. He has
the knack of giving characters that strike a chord. We

Kiccha Sudeep
Talks About Directing
Salman Khan

did that with Agneepath,
where he gave me
KanchaCheena to play.
The process of working on
it was brilliant. He trusted
me again with Shamshera
and what a ball of a time
we had making this film,
and bringing to life
Shuddh Singh," his statement added."Karan is like
family and success or fail-

ure aside, it will always be
an honour to work with him.
I stand by him always," he
further wrote. Sanjay Dutt
also shared that the film has
given him several memorable moments with co-star
Ranbir Kapoor which he
will cherish forever. Dutt
concluded by saying that
it pains to see how netizens
are trolling and spreading
hatred on social media
about the movie, without
considering the hard work
that has been put in its making." Shamshera will find its
tribe someday but until it
does, I stand resolute with
the film, the memories we
created, the bond we
shared, the laughs we had,
the hardships we went
through. I thank the whole

Mumbai, July 28 : After an
FIR at Chembur Police Station, a complaint has been
filed with the Maharashtra
State Commission for
Women against Ranveer
Singh for his nude photo
shoot. Advocate AshishRai
has said in the complaint
that the nude photoshoot
was done by actor Ranveer
Singh, and it was circulated
through social media. After
which, an FIR has already
been registered against the
actor Chembur police station
under IPC and IT Act.The
complainant says that the
way the pictures have been
made viral through social
media, it is definitely against
the dignity of women and
children. Therefore, keeping
in mind the seriousness of
the matter, notice should be

know Anushka is making
her comeback in Bollywood
after a short maternity break
and the pandemic. Anushka
Sharma will be seen essaying the role of Indian cricketer and former captain of
Indian's Women Cricketing
team. The film is titled
Chakda 'Xpress and will be
produced under the banner
of Clean Slate Filmz headed
by her brother Karnesh. As

Anushka is playing an athlete, her role is a challenging
and very physically demanding one, given the fact
that she is not a sportswoman. And hence, muscles
may become sore. This is
why she visited the physiotherapist, states a report in
the online entertainment portal. As soon as they returned
from their vacation, Anushka
Sharma, ViratKohli and
VamikaKohli were papped
by the waiting shutterbugs
at the airport. And a publication also shared Vamika's
new photos online much to
the actress' chagrin.
Anushka lost her cool again
and lashed out at them, saying, "Seems like times group
knows what's better for kids
than their parents themselves as they can't stop
clicking and posting photos
despite being requested repeatedly. Learn something
from other media houses
and paparazzi."

has mastered the art of filming a reality television
show - herself! "Doing 'The
Kardashians' was different
for Pete because he is not
playing a character," one
source told us. "He found
it difficult in the beginning
because he isn't always
funny all the time. Pete has
a very serious side to him
and this is not what his fans
know of generally. He was
just not sure if this is what
would fly for the show
since he thought that they
were all counting on him to
be the comedian that he is."
Apparently, this is not
what they were expecting
of him, after all. "Kim told
him that he doesn't have to
be funny all the time. That
is not why she loves him,"
the source told us. "Kim reassured him that he will be
fine and just to pretend that
the cameras are not there.
She knows that Pete is a
genuine and kind person
and that, no matter what,
audiences would be able to
see this as well." As Hollywood Life previously reported, Pete was on the

Virushka expecting second
child after Vamika?

Mumbai, July 28 :
Anushka Sharma's alleged
pregnancy news is the talk
of the town. So, Anushka,
ViratKohli and Vamika
Kohli recently returned
from their vacation in
Maldives. Anushka has
been sharing some uberhot pictures from her cool
vacation. A couple of days
ago, Anushka Sharma,
Vamika and Virat returned
from their vacation and
guess what? It was reported that they went
straight to a hospital. Yes,
you read that right. And
soon, speculations about
Anushka's second pregnancy started floating
around in the media.
What's the truth?Anushka
Sharma and ViratKohli
headed straight to a hospital after arrival, as per the
reports. Fans started teasing them/trolling them in a
way that they went
straight to the doctor after

their vacation. Netizens
started speculating about
Virushka planning a sibling
for Vamika. Well, that's not
true. A report in ETimes has
confirmed that Anushka's
visit to a hospital was to see
a physiotherapist and nothing else, as the rumours
suggest. Anushka had visited KokilabenAmbani
Hospital, for those not in
the know. Well, as y'all

Mumbai, July 28 : Actor KicchaSudeep saw the release of
his much-anticipated film Vikrant Rona today, July 28. His
Dabangg 3 co-star Salman Khan presented the Hindi version of the multilingual actioner under his banner Salman
Khan Films. Salman was also present during the pre-premiere event and promoted the film. Now, in a recent interview, Sudeep opened up about working with Khan. Last
year he revealed his plans to direct Salman in a feature
film.In a recent chat with Pinkvilla, he confirmed that he is
thinking in that direction and something is underway. "The
process just started last year and wait for some more time. I
have to tell him the story, then he has to say a yes and then
tell the time of coming to set. With Salman Bhai, it's going to
be like that. He is so busy with so many people writing for
him. We keep discussing and it will happen at the right
time," the publication quoted him as saying."He has definitely seen the show reels which was around 18 minutes
long before coming on board the film. He was impressed
and has been linked with us since then. I share a bond with
him and have an equation. I didn't go asking him, once he
got to know that I am tapping the Hindi market, he said, 'I
am there for you'. It's a very big thing. He is a big star,
earning money left right and center," the actor added.He
also shared that Salman was there for him and he did best
for his film.Directed by AnupBhandari, Vikrant Rona also
stars NirupBhandari, Neetha Ashok, and Jacqueline
Fernandez. News18's review of the film read, "Vikrant Rona
is about Sudeep's heroics and how he becomes the messiah of the entire village. His action sequences are super
solid and are one of the major selling points of this film.
Since Vikrant Rona is majorly shot indoors, it has its own
shortcomings there. There's not much you will get to see in
the film in terms of locations other than a dense forest and
a waterfall. The VFX of the film is decent but not as great as
we have seen in recent South films."

London, July 28 : Kim
Kardashian'shot
and
heavy romance with boyfriend Pete Davidson, 28,
is set to unfold in the upcoming season 2 of The
Kardashians. And although the hilarious former
SNL star is a pro when it
comes to filming for TV,

HollywoodLife has EXCLUSIVELY learned that he
had a "difficult" time adjusting to this type of TV.
According to sources
close to the 41-year-old
SKIMS founder, however,
Kim was able to turn it all
around with some words of
wisdom from someone who

London, July 28 :
Courteney Cox confirmed in
July 2020 that she would reprise her role of reporter Gale
Weathers in Scream 5, 24
years after starring in the
original film. Then, shortly
after the well-received release of the film in January,
the next Scream sequel was
confirmed, with Courteney,
58, ready to come back
again. Now, the first images
of her on set in Montreal,
Canada have been captured.
The photographs, which
were obtained by the Daily
Mail and can be seen here,
show the actress looking
smart in a light blue pantsuit
practicing live shots with a
microphone in hand outside
of what appeared to be city
hall. She paired the fashionable outfit with lime green
high heels. Courteney has
returned for each Scream film,

have brought to the franchise." She continued, "It's
been a very difficult decision to move on. To all my
Scream fans, I love you.
You've always been so incredibly supportive to me.
I'm forever grateful to you
and to what this franchise
has given me over the past
25 years." Some of Neve's
former co-stars reacted to
her declination of the role
and supported her decision. "I'd love for her to be
a part of it. A Scream movie
without Sidneyis kind of
unfortunate, but I understand her decision," David
Arquette, 50, said during an
interview with Comic
Bookon June 6. "It's all a
business in a way, they
have to balance all these
elements to fit a budget and
produce a film. I get it, she's
still alive!" he continued.

"She [can] absolutely be in
future ones, but I think it's
up to fans to call for that in
the future. I respect her decision, for sure." David is
one of the original Scream
actors, and his character,
Dewey Riley, was brutally
murdered by Ghostface with
two knives in the fifth film,
marking his exit from the
franchise. Sarah Michelle
Gellar, 45, who appeared in
Scream 2 as Cici, also
weighed in on the situation.
"Neve is a really smart, amazing human and I'm sure that
for whatever reason,
whether personal or professional, I'm sure she had a
very valid reason because
she loves her audience
and she loves her fans and
she's very proud of those
movies," she told Hollywood Life EXCLUSIVELY
on June 24.

issued to actor Ranveer
Singh on behalf of the
commission, and this controversial photo should
be deleted from social media. Through the complaint, a demand has also
been made to the
Women's Commission to
take action under suomotu
cognizance. Last week,
the Gully Boy actor took
social media by storm as
he posed naked for a
magazine. While many applauded the actor's bold
avatar, several others
trolled the actor and now
legal complaints are being
filed
against
Ranveer. An FIR has
been lodged against the
actor in addition to more
police complaints, taking
cognizance of a complaint filed against him at
Mumbai's Chembur police station.The FIR has
been filed under section
67A of the IT Act along

with sections 292, 293, 354
and 509 of the Indian Penal Code for hurting sentiments and insulting the
modesty of women. Lalit
Tekchandani, who represents an NGO called
ShyamMangaram foundation which has been in existence for almost six years
in Chembur, in central suburban Mumbai, spoke to
News18.com and explained, "Many women
and children approached
us saying that what
Ranveer Singh has done
with the photo shoot is
against our society norms.
We saw many nude photographs of the actor being
clicked and he promoted it
on his social media in such a
manner that any male or female would feel ashamed
about it. We realised that
such an act should be
strongly opposed and this
is why we decided to file a
complaint and FIR."

Ram CharanAs
Next James Bond?
Mumbai, July 28 : Lately,
SS Rajamouli's RRR has
been quite the wave in the
west. Several Hollywood
filmmakers, including the

one knows Idris from, well,
everything, but to get inside my thinking, watch
Sope in "Gangs Of London," Matthew G in "The

fence about filming with Kim,
as he didn't want their relationship to be affected by
living their life in front of
cameras. And although Kim
did not push him into filming, a second source told us
that she was delighted that
he ultimately decided to join
her family's show. "Kim
loves that Pete wanted to be
on the show with her and
she's so proud of how cute
and funny he is," the source
said. "He's been super easygoing about whatever Kim
wants to share about their
relationship
on
the
show,even their Facetime
calls and messages are fair
game." So what other advice
did Kim give Pete prior to filming for season 2, which premieres on September 22 on
Hulu? "The only advice she
really gave him was to just
have fun and be himself," the
source said. "Other than that,
she just let it happen naturally. The sweetest part about
it is that Pete doing the show
because he wants to be as
much a part of Kim's world
as he can, it's definitely
strengthened their bond."

Russo Brothers, James
Gunn
and
Scott
Derrickson, have heaped
praises for the film, Ram
Charan and Jr NTR. Now,
Luke Cage creator
CheoHodari Coker has
gone a step ahead and
stated that Ram Charan
seems like an ideal fit for
James Bond. For the
unversed, Daniel Craig
laid his 007 suits to rest
last year with the release
of No Time To Die. The
franchise is yet to announce the British actor's
replacement. While fans
are looking forward to the
announcement, Cheo
Hodari Coker offered his
thoughts on who should
be the next James Bond
and pitched Ram Charan's
name. The Marvel creator
took to Twitter and wrote,
"Bond? Idris Elba,
SopeDirisu, Matthew
Goode, Damson Idris, and
Ram Charan." After the
tweet blew up, Coker returned to the platform
and wrote, "Damn! That
escalated quickly. Every-

Offer", Damson in "Snowfall" and Ram in "RRR".
They all deserve a shot at a
Savile Row suit and a
Walther PPK."Fans of the
Telugu actor hailed the Luke
Cage creator for his choice.
"King of Tollywood sir," a
fan tweeted. "#RamCharan
is gem of Indian cinema,"
another fan added. "Hmm
looks like Americans loved
RC,"
a
third
fan
commented.Helmed by SS
Rajamouli, apart from Ram
Charan, Jr NTR, and Alia
Bhatt, the actioner also stars
Ajay Devgn and Shriya Saran in pivotal roles. The plot
of the movie revolves
around the life of two revolutionaries and soul brothers who turn enemies only
to come together to fight
for their country against
British oppression.Upon
its release on March 25,
2022, RRR became a massive hit with its gross collection surpassing Rs
1000 crores. After its successful theatrical run,
RRR began streaming on
the OTT platform.

show informed that Amar has
signed the show and will be
seen in a very strong role in
Nima Denzongpa. His role is
very different which he has
not done in recent times and

his entry will mark a new
chapter in the lead actress's
life. It will change things for
Nima played by Surabhi
Das. Interestingly, Amar is
already doing another
show with the production
house producing Nima
Denzongpa. He will be seen
playing the role of Lord
Ram in Jai Hanuman Sankatmochan Naam
Tiharo. However, it is a
cameo role. Iqbal Khan,

who entered the show in
January, is leaving the show
very soon. Iqbal's track is over
and the actor is happy that
he got an opportunity to play
an interesting role. Molkki actor had earlier opened up on
his fallout with Ekta Kapoor
and leaving the show Kyunki
Saas Bhi Kabhi BahuThi. He
said, "I told her to give me
three-four months more, but
she was not ready to wait
without Mihir.

Kim Kardashian's Advice
To Pete Davidson

Courteney Cox Seen on
Set Of 'Scream 6'

but Scream 6 will be missing
one of its key original cast
members: Neve Campbell,
who played Sidney Prescott
in the previous five movies.
"Sadly, I won't be making the
next Scream film," Nevesaid
in a statement to Hollywood
Life on June 6. "As a woman
I have had to work extremely
hard in my career to establish
my value, especially when it
comes to Scream. I felt the
offer that was presented to me
did not equate to the value I

unit - cast and crew of the
film who stayed with the
film for four years, through
the pandemic, through my
own personal rough times.
Ranbir and I have forged a
bond for life with this film.
His craft and ability to depict emotionality on screen
is par excellence. It pains to
see how people are so eager
to spew hatred on the work
of one of the most
hardworking and talented
actors of our times. Art and
our commitment for it transcends the hate coming our
way. The love we feel for the
film and its people goes beyond everything that's being
said. Baakikuchtoh log
kahenge,
logon
kakaamhaikehna!
ShamsheralsOurs," he wrote.

Amar Upadhyay to enter
SurabhiDas'showNimaDenzongpa?

Mumbai, July 28 : Popular
daily soap Nima Denzongpa
has managed to grab eyeballs and has been entertaining the audience for some
time now. Adding a new
twist to the story, there will
soon be a new entry in the
show. As per ETimes TV seasoned actor, Amar Upadhyay,
who was recently seen in
Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 will be seen
in the show in a prominent
role. Sources close to the
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Japanese Encephalitis Claims Another
from Kampur, Kathiatali and Kasuwa of Nagaon district.So far, it has claimed
over 44 lives across Assam, according to National Health Mission Assam. In
the month of July itself 274 JE cases has been reported in Assam. Due to the
rising cases of JE, NHM Assam has issued several guidelines to tackle the
situation.As per the data by the Ministry of Health and Welfare of the Government of India, 660 deaths due to JE have been reported in Assam from 2015
to 2021.Japanese Encephalitis is a disease that spreads through infected mosquito bites. It mostly spreads in rural areas. The onset of monsoon season and
flood has triggered to mosquito breeding in the state. The common symptoms
of JE are high fever, headache, neck stiffness, disorientation, coma and
seizures.NHM Assam has issued few preventive measures which includes,
wearing light coloured with long sleeve clothing and trousers, use of mosquito
nets while sleeping, not allowing water to accumulate in the empty containers,
avoid going to areas with water accumulation during dusk and dawn as the
mosquitoes are more active in those times.

Eight 'jihadis' of Bangladeshi
provided shelter to an absconding Bangladeshi national named Mehbub, who
is a core member of the ABT. He also provided a SIM card and logistical support
to Mehbub. We are checking if Ali is linked to any more people from the ABT,”
said Luna Sonowal, Additional Superintendent of Police, Bongaigaon Assam
“Mehbub is a key member of the ABT who had provided training and was
involved in radicalisation. We are looking to reach Mehbub through Ali.
Mehbub trained youths from the area in psychological warfare, made them read
religious documents and provided physical exercise. He helped shape up the
first level of sleeper cell in the area,” said Sonowal.So far, eight suspected
terrorists have been apprehended from Bongaigaon district. The police have
recovered incriminating jihadi literature in Urdu used for radicalisation.

Assam Education Board Developing
sources said.The Board of Secondary Education in Assam (SEBA) has developed a mobile application for the benefit of school students, Education Minister
Ranoj Pegu stated.The app will have online lessons, question banks and
worksheets, among other features, all of which will help students get information beyond what is covered in school syllabus, the minister said.Pegu further
mentioned that the education department has been exploring digital education
mechanisms in keeping with the growing use of technology in all spheres of
life.Speaking at the launch of two mobile phone applications by SEBA, Pegu
said technology and digital means are being adopted to ensure greater benefits
for students.He maintained that his department was working towards implementation of digital education and was developing necessary infrastructure for
it.The minister further stated that teachers will be able to teach, evaluate and
do marking. "In the course curriculum, there is a part of spoken English that
carries 10 marks. Teachers earlier used to subjectively allot marks on spoken
English. But now, the mobile app will do everything, teaching, evaluating and
marking," said Pegu.

REGION
28 MLAs Issued Reminders for Vacating
MLAs. He said that 18 MLAs have already vacated the quarters which have been
dismantled. "Two more quarters will be dismantled soon and six more legislators
informed that they will hand over the keys of their quarters by this week," Das said.He
further stated that 28 legislators are yet to vacate the quarters. These quarters will be
dismantled from August 1 and for that electricity and water supply will be disconnected on July 31 midnight, the reminder letter states.Meanwhile, some MLAs,
especially from the Congress, expressed inability to vacate their quarters saying that
they need more time to find rented accommodation.

Tea Production Down By 20 % Due

50 from the price of the last year. This is because of the strong demand for orthodox
tea from exporters," he added.Following the collapse of the Sri Lankan economy,
foreign buyers have diverted their purchases to the Indian market, he further said."In
recent times, we have seen a number of tea manufacturers diverting their production
from CTC to orthodox and they are getting good prices for this change. Sri Lanka
produces 300 million kg of tea, of which they export 286 million kg which constitutes
95 per cent orthodox tea," the GTABA secretary stated."India produces only 92.6
million kg out of which 33 million kg are produced in Assam. It is now believed that
the orthodox grade might see a better demand and fetch good prices in the upcoming
season," he added.

Crores recovered from Arpita

the heavyweight leader of Trinamool, who contested from Behala West constituency
in 2021, said the following:1 lakh 48 thousand 676 rupees in cash. At the same time,
he has 24 lakh 81 thousand, 23 lakh 32 thousand 935, 15 lakh 1 thousand 161 and
1 lakh 8 thousand 69 in 4 branches of the two banks.A life insurance policy of Rs.
25 lakhs in his name. Life insurance, bank deposits together with his savings of 90
lakh 94 thousand 863!Parth informed the Election Commission, he does not own a
single car. He also does not have any agricultural land purchased from family sources
or from his own earnings.Partha said that he has a house in family sources. That house
is in Naktala. The name is 'Vijayketan'. Incidentally, Partha was arrested by the ED
from that house last Saturday. Partha said in the affidavit that he got the house on one
and a half katha land from his father. The house was built in 1989. 6 lakh rupees were
spent to build the house. However, according to 2021 prices, that house costs Rs. 25
lakhs. Partha also claimed in the affidavit that he does not have any gold-diamondplatinum jewellery. Apart from this, the affidavit submitted by Partha says that there
is no loan in his name anywhere. n addition, he also informed that his total income
in the financial year 2019-20 was 5 lakh 39 thousand 720. ccording to Parth's
affidavit, the total immovable property of Parth is 90 lakh 94 thousand 863
rupees.After Partha's name was implicated in the recruitment corruption case, he was
recently arrested by the ED. Although nothing special was recovered from his house,
the ED claims that from two flats of Partha Chatterjee's 'Intimate Friend' Arpita they
recovered around 49.8 crores.

Deshbhakti Divas celebrated at
Margherita SD

CM Dr. Sarma attends 2nd NE
North Eastern region. The state has the reputation of being an industrial state
because of its prolific tea, oil, coal and tourism industry. Assam is one of the
biodiversity hot spots of the country with its 312 notified reserve forests, five
national parks and 20 wildlife sanctuaries. Taking into consideration its wellestablished petro-chemical industry, the state can take the lead in producing
green plastics which are in huge demand in developed markets. He also said
that Assam is a home to some of the rarest wildlife species in the world along
with rich flora and fauna which offer immense scope for wildlife tourism and
investment. The Chief Minister also said that the organic products of the state
such as ginger, lemon, bhut jolokia, red rice, black rice, joha, pineapple, orange,
jackfruit, banana etc have huge export potential. Dr. Sarma said that the improved connectivity between India and South East Asian nations has benefitted
North eastern region greatly. He said that the bilateral and multilateral connectivity initiatives like the Trilateral Highway that goes from India to Thailand via
Myanmar has given rise to a new hope. He also said that the survey and planning
work on the Imphal-Moreh Railway line is underway. The setting up of the
North East Economic corridor connecting markets in Bangladesh and the
ASEAN region is also being actively contemplated to give a fillip to trade and
commerce. Pointing to the illegal movement of goods from across the border,
Dr. Sarma advocated for reworking on the custom tariff system for the mutual
development of all. Thanking ICC and Union Ministry for External Affairs for
organizing the meet, the Chief Minister said that event will help in making NE
a vibrant economy which would also be helpful in facilitating collective development of the region. The meet which was organized with focussed countries
like Bangladesh, Bhutan, Thailand and Laos would also help in creating an
enabling environment for the stakeholders to showcase their inherent strength
before the buyers. The meet will also be a way forward towards reviving the
age-old ties between North East and its neighbours. Union Minister of State for
External Affairs Dr. Rajkumar Ranjan Singh, Member NEC A.K. Gogoi also
spoke during the inaugural ceremony of the meet.

Assam CM Attends Deshbhakti

Sarma further said that the nation and its people would remain forever grateful
to Tarun Ram Phukan for his contribution towards the freedom struggle. “To
honour this great son of Bharat Mata for his contribution towards the national
freedom struggle, we (the Government of Assam) we last year decided to
celebrate this day of every year as Deshbhakti Divas. I am confident initiatives
such as this would act as motivation for the youths to dedicate their lives
towards national interests,” the Chief Minister added. The Chief Minister
further stated that Tarun Ram Phukan, a political analyst, impactful orator, a
skilled hunterand a literary figure, together with Nabin Chandra Bardoloi and
Chandranath Sarma, played significant role in joining Assam with the mainstream national struggle of that period. “During Mahatma Gandhi’s visit to
Assam, Tarun Ram Phukan accompanied the national leader to various locations within the state. Tarun Ram Phukan travelled to nooks and corners of
Assam to raise the awareness of the people against imperial rule,” Dr. Sarma
stated, adding: “Deshbhakta Tarun Ram Phukan believed that Swaraj (self-rule)
would be a potent weapon to empower the nation and its people. He worked
towards achieving that end throughout his life.” Tarun Ram Phukan’s grandchild Dr. Hemendra Ram Phukan and Information & Public Relations Department Commssioner & Secretary Diganta Barah also delivered speeches at
today’s event. IPRD Minister Pijush Hazarika, Mayor of Guwahati Municipal
Corporation Mrigen Sarania, Director of Information & Public Relations
Bishnu Kamal Bora, Tarun Ram Phukan’s grandson Jiten Ram Phukan, granddaughter Indrani Baruah, among others, were also present.

WBSSC scam: 'TMC takes STRICT
scam accused Partha Chatterjee as a minister. “I have removed Partha
Chatterjee as a minister. My party takes strict action. There are many plannings
behind it, but I don't want to go into details,” West Bengal CM said.Her remarks
came minutes after the West Bengal government removed Partha Chatterjee,
who has been arrested by the Enforcement Directorate (ED) in a school jobs
scam, from the ministry with immediate effect."Partha Chatterjee, minister in
charge, department of industry, commerce and enterprises, department of information technology and electronics, department of parliamentary affairs and
department of public enterprises and industrial reconstruction, is hereby relieved
of his duties as MIC of the aforesaid department with immediate effect," an official
order said.Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee later said at a government event here
that she will look after the portfolios held by Chatterjee for the time being. The ED
had arrested Chatterjee, who is also the Trinamool Congress secretary-general, on
July 23 in connection with its investigation into alleged irregularities in the recruitment drives by the School Service Commission (SSC).The central agency has also
arrested Chatterjee's close associate Arpita Mukherjee and seized crores of rupees
from her houses in different parts of the city.

Assam Rising, Margherita, July 28: In memory of Deshbhakt Tarun Ram
Phookan’s 83rd Death anniversary, Deshbhakti Divas was observed in the conference hall of the Office of the Block Development officer, Margherita. The program
was organized by the Office of the Sub-Divisional Information & Public Relations
Officer, Margherita in association with the Sub-Divisional (Civil) Officer,
Margherita. Palash Rajkumar Ahom, ADC i/c; Margherita, lighted the ceremonial
lamp and offered floral tribute to the great patriot along with the other guests.
Ahom also paid rich homage to the Deshbhakt and remarked on the multiple feats
achieved by him. Interesting speeches on the life and achievements of Tarun Ram
Phookan and especially on the importance of the celebration of Deshbhakti Divas
were delivered by the Guest Presenter Dr Ramen Hazarika, Associate Professor,
Margherita College and Special guests Barun Bora, Literary Pensioner, Dr Ranjit
Dutta, Retd GM, Coal India, Kripa Prasad Upadhyay, Principal Ledo College,
D.B Sunar, Senior citizen, Dr Runjun Saikia, Associate Professor Margherita College, and senior journalists Binanda Konwar and Rana Jyoti Neog today. The program was also attended by Atonu Kakoty, Principal, Margherita College, Siddhartha
Sh. Sonowal, Assistant Commissioner, Aditi Neog, Election Officer, Sonaram
Kalita, Sr. Journalist, media persons and other staff of the administration.

JNV student missing
Assam Rising, Golaghat, July 28: A student of Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya,
Cinnatoli in Golaghat has been missing since last Tuesday. According to the sources,
the eighth standard student from Bilgaon under Borpathar PS in Golaghat had
returned to the hostel of Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Residential School on July
23 after spending his summer vacation. Till Monday night he was in the hostel.
But suddenly he went missing. This incident created a sensation in the JNV,
Cinnatoli campus and the region as well. School authorities have lodged a missing
report in the local police station. If anyone gets any clue of the missing student can
contact on the number 9101579425.

Biswanath team of Wushu
players welcomed at Sootea

Assam Rising, Biswanath Chariali, July 28: The Wushu players team from
Biswanath district who reached Sootea railway station from Guwahati this afternoon were warmly felicitated by Sootea MLA Padma Hazarika, members of Sootea
press club and representatives of various student's organizations and general
public here. It is to be noted here that a team of 16 wushu players from Biswanath
had participated in the Assam Youth Olympic 2022 and managed to win 31
medals in total. The Biswanath wushu team won 9 gold medals, 11 silver and
11 bronze medals in different categories. On reaching Sootea, the team of players were felicitated at railway station in a programme convened by the Sootea
press club. It was attended by Sootea MLA Padma Hazarika, Khanindra Mudoi,
Sports officer of Biswanath, representative of the Sootea town committee,
AASU, AAGSU along with others. The Biswanath Wushu team begged the
runners up title also. Uttam Nath, secretary of the Sootea press club conducted
the proceedings of the felicitation programme which was coordinated by Pranab
Ozha, president of the Sootea press club.

Ganza worth of 4 crore seized
in Srirampur: held one
Assam Rising, Gossaigaon,
July 27: In a major breakthrough by Simultapu Police
around 1920 kg of ganza
have been successfully
seized from Inter-state border in Srirampur NH-31 (C)
under Kokrajhar district on
Tuesday evening and nabbed
the handyman of the truck. Police sources disclosed that one receiving
input about the illegal smuggling of ganza a naka chaki was installed at
Srirampur and after checking a truck bearing registration number UP15DT-2264 have been intercepted. Later, the truck was brought to Simultapu
police outpost and after thoroughly checking up huge quantities of ganza
soaped into 131 packets weighing around 1920 kg have been found
which was kept in a secret chamber of the truck to fool the police. On
receiving the information about the consignment seized by Simultapu
police Kokrajhar District Superintendent of Police Prateek Thube Vijay
Kumar along with Nabanita Sharma, SDPO Gossaigaon reached the spot
to take the stock of the seized ganza. Notably, taking advantage of the
situation the driver of the truck somehow managed to escape from the
spot but the handiman of the truck Mohd. Faruk Hussain of Imphal has
been arrested by the police. It is assumed that the value of the seized
ganza would be above 4 crore in the open market. Police started an
investigation into this case to find out more information.

Son brutally kills mother at
Simlabari Tapu
Assam Rising , Gossaigaon, July 27: Sensation prevails in Simlabari
Tapu adjacent to Assam-Bengal border following a brutal murder of one
Sumi Tudu (60) wife of Ram Hembrom on the intervening night of Tuesday. As per the information received here on that intervening night a
fight broke out between Sumi Tudu and her son Soroor Hembrom which
at one point took a fierce situation and then Soroor Hembrom killed his
mother brutally by a wood which he used as a weapon. It is to be noted
that her son first tied up his father with a rope and then killed his mother in
front of his father. On the other hand the Adivasi Organisation suspects
that Soroor Hembrom killed his mother on the suspect of witchcraft.

Golaghat Commerce College prepares for golden jubilee celebration

Assam Rising, Golaghat, July 27: Golaghat Commerce College, the
oldest higher education institution of Commerce in Golaghat is going to
celebrate its 50 th Foundation Day as Golden Jubilee in October this
year. Today a press meet was held at the Rana Tamuli auditorium of
Golaghat Commerce College where the college authorities briefed the
plans and programs for the three day long Golden Jubilee celebrations
from Oct 9 this year. In the press meet Principal and Chief Secretary of
Golden Jubilee celebrations organizing committee Dr Utpal Sharma,
Vice principal Anamika Hazarika, Joint Secretaries of the organizing
committee Bhaskar Kakaty and Dr Debajit Dutta along with other committee members were present. Dr Utpal Sharma stated about the preparations for the Golden Jubilee celebrations. The main organizing committee was formed taking local MLA and state Finance Minister Ajanta
Neog as President, Prasanta Bora as Executive president, Mridul Sharma
as Vice president , Dr Utpal Sharma as Chief Secretary, Bhaskar Kakaty
and Dr Debajit Dutta as Joint secretaries, Arindom Bora as Assistant
Secretary, Dr Pranjal Protim Dutta as Treasurer and Dr Pradip Borthakur
and Shankar Raut as Accountants. Several sub committees were also
formed to assist in different programs for the Golden Jubilee celebrations. State finance minister Ajanta Neog has already sanctioned an
amount of thirty lacs for the construction of a new administrative block
in the college. It was stated in the press meet by the chief secretary of
the organizing committee Dr Utpal Sharma. Memorial speech competition, cultural rally, alumni meet along with several other programs will
be held in the Golden Jubilee celebrations. State Chief Minister Dr
Himanta Biswa Sharma and several other intellectuals will be invited to
the event, he added. The Golden Jubilee celebrations organizing committee has sought presence and support of the people of Golaghat to
make the event successful.

Deshbhakti Divas observed
in North Lakhimpur

Assam Rising,
N o r t h
L a k h i m p u r,
July 28: Under
the aegis of the
office
of
Lakhimpur DIPR
and in collaboration
with
Lakhimpur district administration, 'Deshbhakti Divas' was observed in
North Lakhimpur today. A symposium on the contributions of
Deshbhakta Tarunram Phukan to the Indian freedom struggle, held on
this occasion at the office of Lakhimpur DIPR, was anchored by the
Lakhimpur DIPRO Mandira Chayengia where eminent journalist Kumud
Baruah, Lakhimpur freedom fighters association president Bholanath
Nagariya, and Lakhimpur conscious citizens forum secretary Sajad
Hazarika delivered lectures. A number of dignitaries of Lakhimpur district were present in the symposium, besides circle officers Minakhi
Perome and Natalia Handique, heads of various departments of the district and all the employees of Lakhimpur DIPR office. Earlier, Lakhimpur
district Development Commissioner Monuj Kumar Baruah lit the lamp
and paid floral tribute to the portrait of Deshbhakta Tarunram Phukan.

Youth from Margherita
missing in Punjab

Assam Rising, Margherita, July 28: Again
a young man went missing from
Margherita to work in an out state. Bishal
Sharma (20), son of Chandra Sheskhar
Sharma under Margherita police station
resident of station para, has been missing since last Saturday.It is learnt that a
source of work Bishal had gone to Punjab
last February from Margherita. And since
then he has been employed as a labourer
at an institute in Ludhiana in Punjab.But
he traveled to Delhi by train last Saturday to come home.On reaching Old
Delhi, he inform the family members that
he had arrived in Delhi.And he also informed the family members through the friend's mobile phone that he
would come directly from Delhi to Assam.Since then the family's contact with the youth has disappeared. Family members get worried when
they don't come home. Family members have called for contacting the
nearby police station or at +916003910071 if anyone finds the youth.

SPORTS PLUS

Knee operation puts
Chris Woakes' T20 World
Cup prospects in doubt

Paris, July 28 : Chris
Woakes is to undergo a
knee operation on Thursday
in an attempt to resuscitate
his chances of appearing at
the Twenty20 World Cup,
which starts in October.He
was one of two players - and
the only bowler - to be in
the England squad for the
T20 World Cup in the
United Arab Emirates as
well as the Ashes in
Australia from November
to January and a Test tour
of the Caribbean.Woakes
returned from the West
Indies in March with
injuries to his shoulder and
his knee and has since
reported a minor problem
with an ankle. He has played
one second XI match this
summer.He was initially
told to take "a bit of a break",
but doctors now suspect

there is a problem with the
cartilage of his left knee that
will require surgery.
Recovery if the operation is
successful is expected to
take between four and six
weeks, leaving him with a
battle to prove his fitness
before the seven T20s
England have scheduled in
Pakistan in September as
part of their World Cup
preparations.It is the
second time in less than a
week that an England
seamer has felt forced to
undergo surgery to try to
win a place on the plane to
Australia after Mark Wood
- who had an operation on
his right elbow in March had a second procedure on
the same joint last
weekend.Four
other
England bowlers - Jofra
Archer, Olly Stone, Saqib

'Sad I won't be there':
Dina Asher-Smith out of
Commonwealth Games
Lomdon, July 28 : Dina Asher-Smith has pulled out of the
Commonwealth Games after injuring her left hamstring
during the world championships and now faces a race
against time to defend her three European titles in Munich
next month.Asher Smith, who won bronze over 200m in
Eugene, was expected to be one of Team England's biggest
names in Birmingham, but on Wednesday she said:
"Unfortunately, I've got a
slight hamstring strain and
won't be ready to race next
week at the Commonwealth
Games. "I love racing in
front of a British crowd and
was so excited to return to
Birmingham, so I'm sad that
I won't be there." AsherSmith, who won gold and
bronze in the Gold Coast in
2018, was due to compete in the women's 100m and 4x100m
relay. She added: "No major worries and nothing to worry
about. I feel good but I'm in need of a few days off."It is the
second hamstring injury Asher-Smith has suffered in the
past year. Six weeks before the Tokyo Olympics she was in
crutches after picking up an injury on her right leg but was
able to recover in time for the Games after a visit to the
controversial German doctor Hans-Wilhelm MüllerWohlfahrt.This time her injury sounds less severe, but she
will have less than three weeks to be fit for the defence of her
100m crown in Munich.Müller-Wohlfahrt, who has worked
with many of the world's best athletes, has been criticised
in the past for using unconventional techniques such as
injecting calves' blood, honey and extracts from the crests
of cockerels into his patients. However, at the Olympics
last year, Asher-Smith said her treatment had focused on
extensive physio and rehab exercises and had got her back
in shape quicker than she had expected.Kelly Sotherton,
Team England's Team Leader for athletics at Birmingham
2022, said she was disappointed at the news. "It's obviously
really sad to lose Dina through injury, given her stature and
standing as one of the best female athletes in the world."We
know just how much she was looking forward to being part
of Team England at a home Games in Birmingham.

Mahmood and Matt Fisher
- are recovering from stress
fractures to the back, while
this week Ollie Robinson is
playing his first game in more
than two months, for Sussex
against Nottinghamshire in
the County Championship.
Having rested since his
return from the West Indies,
Woakes reported in early
June that he had "turned a
corner". At the time he said:
"I've got the ball back in my
hand, albeit some very light
bowling sessions, but I feel
like competitive cricket isn't
too far away."He played at
the end of that month for
Warwickshire's second XI
in a four-day game against
Worcestershire's second
XI, but after bowling nine
overs was withdrawn with
discomfort to his knee, did
not bat or bowl in the
second innings, and has
not played a competitive
game since.
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Barcelona close to beating Chelsea to
Jules Koundé after agreeing €50m fee
Barcelona, July 28 :
Barcelona are close to
beating Chelsea to the
signing of Jules Koundé
after agreeing a €50m fee
with Sevilla for the France
defender.Chelsea thought
they had won the race to
sign Koundé last week, but
Thomas Tuchel will have to
shift his focus to other
defensive targets after
Barça derailed his transfer
plans once again. Wesley
Fofana is one option for
Tuchel, though Leicester
will not allow the 21-yearold centre-back to leave
unless they receive a huge
bid for him.Leicester have
plenty of leverage after
handing the Frenchman a
new five-year deal in
March. Brendan Rodgers
needs to sell players before
making signings this
summer, but it is understood
that the club will demand at
least £70m if Chelsea make
a move for Fofana. The
asking price could even be

as high as £85m, which is
how much Leicester
managed to hold out for
when they sold the England
centre-back Harry Maguire
to Manchester United in
2019.Chelsea could be
reluctant to pay a large fee
for Fofana given that he
missed much of last season
after sustaining a broken
leg last summer. The
defender, who enjoyed an
impressive first year in
England after Leicester
signed him from St Étienne
for £36.5m in October 2020,
returned from his injury in
March.The worry for
Tuchel is that Chelsea's
new regime is struggling to
respond to losing Antonio
Rüdiger to Real Madrid and
Andreas Christensen to
Barcelona this summer.
Chelsea
have
strengthened
their
defence by signing
Kalidou Koulibaly from
Napoli, however they lost
out to Bayern Munich in

Bairstow and Moeen provide
fireworks as England
sink South Africa in first T20
Bristol, July 28 : On a
postage-stamp ground
where the bowlers mustered
few special deliveries and the
batters sent most of their
messages by air mail, there
was one particularly
memorable arrival. England
eventually romped to victory
by 41 runs, but even on a
night when Moeen Ali
scored England's fastest
ever half-century in the format
and Jonny Bairstow flayed
his way to 90, the most
memorable contribution
came from South Africa's
Tristan Stubbs, a 21-year-old
playing his first international
innings.Fully 120 of
England's 234 runs came
from sixes, their 20 maximums
more than they had ever
scored before, or South
Africa had conceded. With
the tourists further dispirited
by a series of failures in the
field - even discounting the
one Heinrich Klaasen lost in
its flight and allowed to float
over his head, Bairstow was
dropped three times - their
run chase seemed destined
to be forlorn.But for long
periods it was also quite a lot
of fun, with Reeza Hendricks
scoring a half-century off 28
balls - positively pedestrian
in this company - and
Stubbs, who instantly found
a beautiful seam of form and
kept coming up with
diamonds, facing the same
number of balls and scoring
72. England seemed to have
no way of controlling him,
and with the second game of
the series coming in Cardiff
on Thursday they do not
have long to produce some
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the battle to sign Matthijs
de Ligt from Juventus,
failed to buy Nathan Aké
from Manchester City and
have made little progress
in talks with Paris SaintGermain over Presnel
Kimpembe.The latest blow
for Chelsea is missing out
on Koundé, who can play
as a right-sided centreback, a right-back and a
right wing-back. They had
been interested in the 23year-old since last year and
were willing to meet Sevilla's

demands for a £55m
fee.However Barça, who
have already beaten
Chelsea to the signing of
the Brazilian winger
Raphinha from Leeds, have
refused to give up on
Koundé despite appearing
to have dropped out of the
race last Friday. The
Catalans have experienced
major financial problems,
but they have used
economic levers to raise
their transfer budget.
Barça's manager, Xavi

Hernandez, has made
Kounde
a
priority
signing.Chelsea, who
shortlisted the RB Leipzig
defender Josko Gvardiol,
Atlético Madrid's José
María
Giménez,
Internazionale's Milan
Skriniar and Villarreal's Pau
Torres at the start of the
summer, are frustrated with
Barcelona's behaviour.
They could respond by
blocking Xavi's attempts to
sign Cesar Azpilicueta and
Marcos Alonso.

London, July 28 : England
against Germany in a
European Championship
final at a sold-out Wembley.
Loved, hated, it is a tie that
draws the attention of the
host nation like no other, in
any sport, in any
arena.Despite an at times
scintillating display from
France, who came from
behind for the first time at
the Euros, two goals from
Alex Popp earned Germany
a semi-final win to pit
England against the eighttime champions on Sunday
night and confirm a narrative
that felt inevitable from the
moment England and
Germany topped their
respective groups unbeaten.
The Germans were without
their influential forward Klara
Bühl, who had tested
positive for Covid in the
buildup to the semi-final, but
a patient performance from
the not infallible looking
Germany denied France a
taste of victory in the team's
maiden Euros semi-final.The
Germany manager, Martina
Voss-Tecklenburg, promised
a footballing spectacle and
had warned of the threat
posed by France and the
ability of the team's players
to "find good solutions to
get out of pressure". They
are "really really good," she
added, almost as if to temper

the expectations of German
fans and the German media.
In the buildup to the semifinal,
newspaper
Süddeutsche Zeitung ran
with the headline "Eight-nil"
in reference to Germany's
eight European titles to
France's none."They focus
on their play in transition
because they have a lot of
pace in their team and direct
a lot of their
attacking play
down
the
wings," said
V o s s Tecklenburg."I
had said before
the tournament
already that
France, if they
managed to live up to their
potential, would be among
the favourites to win this
tournament."That was the
narrative of many prior to
the tournament's kick-off in
England. The France
manager, Corinne Diacre,
who collected her first cap
in 1993 when her opposite
number, Voss-Tecklenburg,
had already lifted two
European Championship
trophies and would collect
two more in the next four
years, has proven divisive.
The decision to leave out
the Lyon duo Eugénie Le
Sommer and Champions
League final goalscorer

Amandine Henry would
strip the sheen from their
challenge and spoke to
discord in the player pool
available for the national
team. Come the tournament
though, the narrative has
been very different. A
swaggering fast-paced
picking apart of Italy in
their Group D opener
suggested that perhaps

Popp double fires Germany
past France to set up
Wembley final with England

fresh ideas. "I'm sure we're
going to have some plans and
talk about him tonight,"
Moeen said. "Hopefully that
won't happen again this
series."Four of the first 11
deliveries the debutant faced
went for six and his halfcentury came off only 19
balls, just three more than
Moeen's. For as long as he
remained at the crease South
Africa had a chance of
victory. "During training he's
shown us what he can do so
we weren't really surprised,"
Lungi Ngidi said of Stubbs's
display. "He's a very, very
confident chap. We're happy
he got a chance to show the
world what he's capable
of."But with those present
scenting an explosive finale,
England's death bowling
proved decisive and after
Chris Jordan leaked only four
runs from the 18th over and
Stubbs fell to the first ball of
the next, South Africa's
innings rapidly unravelled.At
the toss Jos Buttler had called
this "the start proper" of his
side's T20 World Cup
campaign, and by the time
they next play a 50-over game
it will be November and that
tournament will be over. It was
a toss that Buttler yet again

lost - he is now 8-2 down
since taking over the
captaincy last month, and is
on a statistically improbable
run of seven successive
losses - and David Miller
decided it would be wise on
this small ground to see
precisely how much carnage
their opponents could create
before his side had to judge
the pace of their own
innings.The answer in this
case was plenty. It took a
while for England to really get
going, but when they did it
was savage - at one point
they scored 81 off just four
overs as Bairstow and
Moeen hit their stride and
their opponents lost their
bearings.Bairstow, rewarded
for his phenomenal form so
far this summer with a roar
from the crowd as he made
his way to the crease, surfed
a wave of form and fortune
to reach 90 off 53 before Rilee
Rossouw finally held one in
the final over. He appeared
completely untroubled by the
injury to his left knee, which
was wrapped in ice as soon
as the game concluded. But
it was Moeen, who ended
with 52 off 18, who nudged
England's total beyond
South Africa's reach.

many were writing off
France too soon. A
dominant but wasteful
display against the
Netherlands forced them to
extra time at the quarter-final
stage where new Chelsea
signing Ève Périsset's
penalty was the difference.
That extra 30 minutes would
be added to the two days
of extra rest the Germans
would be afforded before
the semi-final. In a buzzing
Stadium MK, this was a
chess match between the
fluid French and gritty
Germans, who have style up
top through Lina Magull
and Svenja Huth.
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Lionesses' instantly iconic backheel goal
can be catalyst for so much more

French opener Gustav
McKeon hits another
T20I century, breaks
multiple records
Paris, July 28 : France opener Gustav McKeon has
scripted history again with another terrific century at
the Europe T20 World Cup 2024 Sub-Regionals.
McKeon smashed five fours and eight sixes in his 53ball 101 against Norway on Wednesday. France defeated Norway by 11 runs.The swashbuckling opener
becomes the first man to hit consecutive centuries in
the T20I format. Earlier, Gustav McKeon became the
first teenager to score a T20I century in men's cricket.
Mckeon smoked a 61-ball 109 against Switzerland in
Vantaa. His knock was studded with five fours and
nine sixes. It was only the second international match
for the youngster.He also broke the record of Azhar
Andani who had made 46, 100 and 81 in his first three
innings for Portugal last year. McKeon was the only
one who starred for the French with the bat and he
also grabbed three wickets with his medium-fast bowling and helped his team to defend 158 runs.McKeon
is the highest run-getter (286 runs) in the first three
T20I innings of his career. Portugal's Andani stands
second with 227 runs, Czech Republic's Sabawoon
Davizi is at third place with 208 runs in the list.

London, July 28 : Chelsea's
Sam Kerr called it "lit". Conservative MP Tracey
Crouch called it "pure filth"
(in a good way). If you're
looking for a standout moment in a breakthrough
tournament,
Alessia
Russo's backheeled nutmeg goal - the third for England against Sweden on
Tuesday night - is not a bad
place to start.Russo, the Lionesses' supersub, has
scored four goals in the
women's European Championship to date. This was of
a different order, a fierce
shot saved by the Swedish
keeper Hedvig Lindahl had
seen the ball apparently
squared off by two defenders only for the 23-year-old
to slam her heel through it,
sending it through two sets
of legs and into the
net.Edited with added hiphop commentary - "I take
the ball, shoot, I miss it …
sike, I swished it!" - Russo's
impudent strike has been
viewed 900,000 times on
BBC Sport's TikTok account. On Twitter, the figure
is over 2m. Meanwhile, in

more traditional media settings, the BBC report a figure of 9.3m viewers watching the game on BBC One
(that goes up by another
2m when you add online
streams). This contrasts
with a peak audience of
980,000 viewers watching
England play India at
Twenty20 cricket on BBC
Two last weekend.Russo
herself described the goal
as being the upshot of a
decision to find "the quickest route for me to get this
ball in the back of the net".
The Manchester United
player, who now has
172,000 Instagram followers, confirmed she doesn't
often score goals in such
an unconventional manner
and that "I don't think
you'll see one again". It
was certainly significant,
however. "To score in a
semi-final and progress to
the final is a huge highlight
of my career," she said.The
England squad returned
from Sheffield to their base
in south-west London on
Wednesday with news helicopters tracking their

coach. The players now rest
up before making preparations for a Wembley final at
5pm on Sunday.The England
coach, Sarina Wiegman, who
has shown herself to be as
decisive a performer as any
of the players on the field in
these past few weeks, has
said her team is "ready to
write history" by becoming
the first England women's
team, and the second national side, to win a major
tournament.
But
with

England and Wales confirmed as hosts of
Women's T20 World Cup in 2026
London, July 28 : England
and Wales will host the
2026 Women's T20 World
Cup, the International
Cricket Council has confirmed. With four major
tournaments announced
from 2024 to 2027, England
will host the competition

for the first time since the
inaugural event in 2009.Although venues are yet to be
confirmed, the competition
will take place in June with
the finals expanded from 10
to 12 nations, meaning a total of 33 fixtures will be
played." We're absolutely

delighted that we've been
selected to host the ICC
Women's T20 World Cup
2026," said Clare Connor,
interim chief executive of the
England and Wales Cricket
Board."We saw back in 2017
how hosting the ICC
Women's Cricket World Cup

captured people's imagination and I'll never forget
watching Heather Knight
lift the trophy on that magical day at a sold-out
Lord's."With the women's
international calendar now
mapped out for the next five
years, the ICC also con-

firmed the other host nations for upcoming events.
Bangladesh will host a major women's tournament for
the first time when they
stage the T20 World Cup in
2024, with India then the location for the Women's
World Cup a year later.

"football's coming home"
now echoing once again
across the country, she observed the broader significance that victory might
achieve."We said before
the
tournament
and
throughout that we want to
inspire the nation, I think
that's what we're doing and
making a difference. The
whole country is proud of
us and even more girls and
boys will want to play
football."The video of
eight-year-old Tess Dolan
dancing in the stands of
Bramall Lane after the Sweden match, another viral
cut-through, seemed to
symbolise the moment a
lifelong engagement with
sport and an active life
could
begin.
"Going
through my mind was,
when I'm older I want to be
a footballer," she told BBC
Breakfast. "I was looking at
how they were celebrating
and thinking of how I was

going to celebrate."But 10
years after the Olympics
arrived in London, a question of legacy now arises
again. Can this public engagement, affection in fact,
lead to more people in general and more girls in particular taking up the national game?BBC pundit
Ian Wright said after the
semi-final that "if girls are
not now allowed to play
football in their PE lessons
just like the boys are, then
what are we doing?" The
words of the former England men's international
speak to the fact that, currently, less than half of the
country's
secondary
schools offer girls the opportunity to play football as
part of the curriculum. Research compiled by the FA
showed that while only a
third of girls aged 5-18 participated in football each
week, 91% of those without
access through PE did want

to play."What we're trying
to break here is years of tradition, decades of tradition
where football has been on
offer for boys and therefore
taught by male PE specialists," says Louise Gear, the
FA's head of development.
"There are fewer female PE
specialists that are actually
trained and competent to
teach football. So there's a
confidence and a competence
challenge
that
schools do face. That's the
biggest barrier right now."A
lack of teaching has consequences for female participation in football more
broadly, Gear says. "This
isn't about competing with
other sports, this is about
equality and girls being able
to access football as the
boys are," she says. "What
we find more often than not
in secondary schools is that
sports that are taught in PE
and games lessons are the
sports that feature in afterschool clubs and competitions. The school then sets
up representative sides.
They then start to compete
against other schools in the
local area. It's a domino
effect."The FA currently
runs an in-school training
programme for teachers,
supported by Barclays, but
also has another scheme
that starts at a younger age.
Shooting Stars, which is run
in association with Disney,
looks to make primary
school girls confident
enough to engage with the
sport in the playground, a
place still consistently
dominated by boys.
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